'G' Company, 333 Infantry, 84th Division

General Information
Over a year after the war ended, I wrote an account which I entitled "World War II
Experience of George B. Felton with Co. 'G', 333rd Infantry, 84th Division". I wrote it in long
hand on tablets, intending to share what I had written only with family and a few others. My sister
Louise later typed from what I had written and furnished me with a copy. I shared this account
only with a few others. In 1956 I attended one of the division's annual reunions held in New York
City. I showed the copy to some of those attending and wound up letting those who expressed
interest read the account. They were then to pass it on to one another at the meeting with the idea
that it would be returned to me.
After that reunion ended it had disappeared and no one could say what happened to it. In
the early 1960's my secretary at the glass plant started typing from what I had written on the
tablets and made several carbon copies. I loaned some of those copies to others. Copy machines
were now becoming popular and one of the former soldiers to whom I had sent a copy made me
about 20 additional copies. The word got around and while I had been apprehensive that some of
my remarks might seem offensive to individuals mentioned, most comments were favorable and
others were willing to let by-gones be by-gones.
Many said I should edit my account, take out the critical comments, fill in information
that should have been included and make it more readable. I have never had any inclination to do
so. The account has now been sent to a few Germans in the Rhineland area. An English author
who wrote a book about the Battle of Geilenkirchen quoted me. The army military history
headquarters at Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania has been sent a copy.
Some other personal information. I was born in 1912 and, while still in my childhood, I
recall seeing the soldier convoys pass by our farm home located on the National Road in central
Ohio. I told my parents then that I wanted to be a soldier when I grew up. I was told after the war
ended that it had been fought to end all wars and soldiers would not be needed. Dad died
suddenly in 1924 and the farm became too burdensome so my mother, a former teacher, decided
to sell and we moved to Zanesville. After graduating from high school in 1929, I had some short
term jobs as I traveled out west and then found steady work in a glass factory in Oakland, CA.
That lasted during most of the 1930's and the old idea of not needing soldiers changed. When the
draft started in 1940, I had a low draft number, was still single, and decided to volunteer for the
one year of service.
I was one of the early recruits and entered service in January, 1941. I was stationed at
Fort Ord, California where the pay then was $21.00 per month. It was all a new experience. I
became a corporal and then a sergeant. Following the Washington maneuvers in August however,
I had had enough of army life and took advantage of a new law that was put into effect. If you
were over 28 years old you could request to be released. Men of 28 to 35 years of age that had
been drafted were considered to be too old. I applied for release in mid September and was
actually the first soldier from Oakland to be released according to a newspaper account. I returned
to work at the glass plant. Later came the attack on Pearl Harbor and I was recalled in January,
1942. I was soon back in the 32nd Infantry, 7th Division, the same company where I had first
served.
There had been many changes. I had wanted to go back to the old platoon (the 1st) but
the sergeant of the 3rd platoon requested that I be assigned to the 3rd to serve as his assistant. He
was an old-timer and I wondered how I would make out working with him. A few days later

however, the husband of a woman he had been fooling around with off the Post, beat him up and
broke his jaw in two places. This led to my being made sergeant of that platoon... an
extraordinary experience for me. The Division then moved to San Louis Obispo and opportunities
to qualify for the Officers Candidate School at Ft. Benning, GA were announced.
I was not interested at first. Later however I applied and entered OCS #73 in June 1942.
After the thirteen weeks of training were completed I was a 2nd Lt. and assigned to the Training
Center at Camp Robinson, AR in September 1942. At the time recruit training was to be
completed in six-week cycles. As classes were completed at Ft. Benning, new officers were
assigned to various organizations at Robinson. Each company would have 6, 8, or 10 new officers
on the rolls. The Captain in charge could keep six on the regular assigned staff. Some officers
said they wanted to go where the action was, while others liked the training camp life. I stayed
with the Training Center and moved to Camp Fannin, TX in August 1943. In February 1944 I
was chosen to go back to Ft. Benning to enter Officers Advanced Class #51 which would last for
13 weeks. Following completion of that class and a brief stay again at the Training Center, I was
given a 15 day leave. I had been in touch with Mary Rolls for several months. She had known my
family in Ohio for years. We decided to get married on June 9th, three days after "D"-Day. We
had a brief honeymoon in Cleveland and I soon was on my way to Camp Claiborne, LA to join
the 84th Division in mid June, 1944.
The 84th had been re-activated in October, 1942 at Camp Howze, TX which was about
60 miles north of Dallas. After having been de-activated following WWI training was of a general
nature until the fall of 1943. Then, for eight weeks, they participated with other organizations in
the Louisiana maneuvers until late in November. Then the Division moved to Camp Claiborne
near Alexandria, LA. The officers were mostly from the National Guard, some from army
reserves, and others mostly from Ft. Benning classes that had preceded mine. The officers'
experiences had been with the troops for two years while mine had been in schools at Benning or
at Training Centers. It was a different life and that's what I wrote about in my account of being
Company Commander of Co. "G" 333. (One thing worth mentioning in regard to the 84th
Division is that they had been fortunate in April of 1944 to receive about 40 men per company
from the Army Student Training Program. These were students who were permitted to attend
college instead of serving in the army. Public pressure took issue that this was not a fair treatment
by the government so the program was ended and the students were sent to the various army
organizations. I was told that, at first, the students were bitter and despondent but they soon fit in
and were most helpful.)
After the war, with some hesitation, I joined the reserves, brought Mary to California and
returned to work for the glass plant. For four years, we lived in an apartment and, when our
second child was to be born, we had our home built in 1950. The Korean Conflict started at the
same time. I had by then been awarded the grade of Major in the Reserves so I was called to
active duty in June 1951. My first duty was at Ft. Huachuca, AZ where I served some time as
Post Personnel Officer. Then I was sent to Korea where my duty was the Military Advisor to a
Regimental Commander of the 7th ROK Division. We were in a mountainous area opposite to the
Chinese. Action was mostly limited to artillery fire and patrol actions. My three years enlistment
period ended and I was released in October 1952. By then regulations were changed from
allowing three-year periods of service to having to serve in the reserves until the age of 60. With
our new home, demands of work at the glass plant, family obligations, etc., I said "good-by" to
the army. I had served twelve years, six active and six years in the reserves. I stayed with the
glass plants until 1966 after which I sold financial investments and insurance, retiring in 1981.
George B. Felton

Added information: The 84th Division entered battle on Germany's western border in
mid-November 1944 and was the northern most division of the American Forces all the way to
the Elbe river except the time we were involved in the Battle of the Bulge during December and
January. Company 'G" 333 had thirty-three killed outright or died of their wounds. One hundred
nineteen men were awarded Purple Hearts and seven were wounded more than once. Nine were
awarded Silver Stars and nine were awarded Bronze Stars. The Division stayed in Germany
through 1945 and returned to the U.S. in January 1946. I was able to return in early December
1945.
This computer typed account was completed in July 1995 by daughter, Eileen Felton
Williams, who has a Masters Degree in Career Development and an office in Walnut Creek,
California.

World War II Experiences
I am taking off the week from 10 - 17th Nov. '46 to spend most of the time in
writing down my experiences and thoughts of the war as I saw it at the time and as I now
look back on it. I am doing this because I feel that I will soon forget practically all and that
some of it has been rather unusual and interesting. Up until the 1st of Aug. '44 I had kept a
diary. So in writing this I shall pick it up from there but I expect only that part pertaining
to the war to be of interest.
About the end of July '44 the former company Comdr. Capt. Edison returned from
the officers' advanced class at Ft. Benning to take charge of his old company 'L' of the
333rd. Inf. It seems that Col. Barrett had his choice of Edison or me and he chose Edison
as he seemed to feel that I had let him down in our last field problem. I had driven the men
about as hard as I could but a couple of hitches came up - lack of water and handling of
water cans by Bn. and I had spoken to the Col. in an almost impudent manner so he
evidently jumped at the chance to unload me. I got a rumor that I would go to the regiment
as an orientation officer or I might get Co. 'G'.
It was to be Company 'G' and I was glad for I had no desire to be on regimental staff
under Col. Pedley. We also were notified we were to have a shipping number and most of the
training would be canceled enabling us to pack our things and get ready to move. We did have to
finish "mock-up" glider training. This was both lectures and practical work at a mock-up area of
the Divisions where we learned how to load men and equipment into gliders.
I remember being given 'G' Co. one evening (31st of July?) by Maj. Benion. He had been
Bn Comdr. and in Col. Pedley's favor but was disliked by officers and men. Nervous - no
considerations - everything by the book or written instruction. I met 1st Lt. Forte then Company
Comdr. A sharp talking, sour attitude graduate from Boston College. He had taken the company
over from a Capt. Hegewald whom Col. Pedley was trying to have reclassified. After a short
meeting with Maj. Benion in which he told me I would find plenty wrong at Co. 'G' and he just
didn't ever expect to see that company up with the others but any improvement would be a big
help -- do the best I could etc. That evening with other officers from the regiment we attended a
long lecture on the
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glider training. I went to see Mary and when I came back the next morning I was dead tired.
I remember well the next morning. A period of physical training and games. The men
looked good, strong, and carefree and didn't march badly. After that we changed equipment at
company and went out for three hours for an attack problem. The men went through the problem
well - I had as runners two fellows named Gerber and Bowler - both good young soldiers. The
problem ended and I had about an hour before lunch. I assembled the company and I remember
not knowing hardly one word of what I was going to say. I started to talk to them and introduce
myself. I stressed obedience and stated I would treat them fairly. They didn't seem to be so bad.
That afternoon it was another field problem. The officers in the Co. were Lt. Curtis, Lt. Carraway,
Lt. Sloan, and Lt. Master in addition to Lt. Forte who it turned out had been a Capt. at one time
and was reduced. He was fairly smart but had a bad disposition and sour attitude.

The first few days were busy ones trying to learn the names and faces of non-coms. and
men. I was to have a new 1st Sgt. from Co. 'F', a Sgt. Lee as Maj. Benion had fired the last one.
The officers were always gone on some special duty. Maj. Benion was always checking up in a
way that wore people down but he soon went on a vacation and the Bn was taken over by Maj.
Thomte who had been Reg. S-2. He was fresh down from staff work in Washington, D.C., young,
ambitions, in the regular army and scared to death of Col. Pedley. We ran most people through
the glider mockup training -- continued with drill and exercises but the emphasis was on getting
ready to go overseas.
All the time, there were meetings covering the equipment to get ready for an inspection
by some team from Army Ground Forces to check our records and fitness to be sent overseas.
They soon found all of Co. 'G's records in bad shape. A Corp. Blair was acting 1st Sgt. The other
one had gone on furlough without saying anything to me only a few days after I took over. I never
knew much about paperwork but I looked through the records and picked out likely prospects
from their high I.Q. scores and put them in teams to put the Morning Report, Sick Book, Duty
Roster, Punishment Book and all in first class shape. All company commanders were restricted
until this was accomplished. In the furor and fuss it took something like two weeks. I put a fellow
named Tharler on the finance and property - something long neglected and difficult to straighten
out. About a week before we were to leave, the inspection team came and we passed with honors.
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But all through the month I'd had to endeavor to catch up and was falling farther and
farther behind; obtaining supplies, marking equipment, boxing and banding and turning in old
things. I remember being issued brand new M-1 rifles. Had to get up at 5 A.M. one raining
Sunday and march to the range and "zero" in the new rifles. The men came back and many took
off without bothering to clean their rifles -- an unpardonable sin. Some men were excellent
workers -- others were "burned out" and others just didn't care. We were not going overseas
anyhow and wouldn't fight if we did. There had been an attack on Hitler's life and the Germans
were in route across France.
Nothing seemed to go right. I remember laying all the equipment out for display had a
shower came up. Another busy morning was wasted when one of my cooks Sgt. Kutchko was
drinking and grabbed a German P.W.'s cap and the M.P.'s came and demanded the man's cap
back. Then there were all the certificates to get in stating that this was done and that was done. I
signed a great many that I knew to be false -nothing else to do for it was the higher commander's
way of protecting himself but if something should slip up, it would be your neck as an officer.
I also had to initiate reclassification proceedings against Lt. Curtis -- a fine fellow who
had crossed Pedley because of Benion. Pedley was out to get him. I surely felt bad about this but
orders were orders. I saw little of Mary for I was constantly trying to keep higher Headquarters
off my neck. I once had to tell Thomte that I had had a good record until now but if he didn't see
that I was doing my best he would have to get someone else. It was a rat race for everyone and
one by one we accomplished the things as well as the others. Late in August Mary left. I didn't
even get to say goodbye but sent Bowler in to see her off.
Finally the last inspection late on the night of the 2nd of Sept. and I got my clearance
papers after having to pay for two alarm clocks. I had taken a collection from the men to pay for
missing sheets and broken chinaware. I remember we had the hutments cleaned and nailed. The
men slept on the ground. The next morning we "fell in" and all were accounted for and loaded

onto trucks and then onto the trains. I don't think I was ever so glad to get out of a place in my
life. It seemed that an awful load had been tossed off.
The trip was rather uneventful. As a punishment for Lt. Sloan and myself, I had to lecture
to the officers of my company on care of government property as Lt. Sloan had been found
burning some excess property to get rid of it after it was too late to turn it in. Once in a while the
train would stop and we would take the men on a march to
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keep them in shape. We went across Tenn. into Ga. and up across the Carolinas. At Greenville
S.C. we had half an hour. I let the platoon leaders handle their platoons for the march and Lt.
Carraway's 2nd platoon took a wrong turn and stayed about 45 min. - came back at a dead run
and just caught the train as it was picking up speed out of the station. I was really mad for we had
been the "Goat" so often in La. and to have anyone so irresponsible in charge of a platoon was
about too much.
By the morning of the 6th (?) we pulled into Camp Kilmer. Co. Comdrs. were driven
ahead. I turned the company over to Lt. Schmidt to be marched to the billet area. It was cool and
crisp and the atmosphere of Eastern fall weather was in the air. I liked it. Large loudspeakers
played music and made announcements. Feeding was done at the cafeterias. We would have more
equipment issued, receive shots and hear lectures for a couple days and when all was
accomplished we would be "cleared" and eligible for passes up to 48 hours. Morale picked up. I
shared an orderly room with 'E' and 'F' Companies. We checked some of our packing, received
new gas masks and all items of missing equipment. Last minute promotions were made and the
company was brought exactly to Table of Organization allowances. The Company commenced to
have a little pride and we beat 'E' and 'F' company in getting cleared. I slept with Lt. Schmidt in a
little room in the barracks. A sign on the wall said, "You Won't Be Here Long Either!" Everyone
got 48 hour passes to New York but me. I just took a 12 hour one on a windy, rainy night.
Because of the bad weather I got a chance to see "Oklahoma". It was a pleasant memory and by
"cracking heads" here and encouraging there I was getting some spirit into the company. Along
about the 17th, the Div. started moving out. Troops in a steady stream, four abreast kept leaving. I
was a train commander of the last unit to leave. Mostly our Bn. and a part of Div. Hgs. made up
the train. The General still "bucking" ordered that no one should say a word from Camp Kilmer
until on board ship. Reason -- secrecy? On the ferry to the port of embarkation the men started
talking and griping. I wasn't taking any action for I thought their own officers should keep them
quiet. In the night air a voice from one of the Div. Hgs. officers barked out, "Felton, if you don't
want to get your throat cut you had better quiet these men down!" I did. The General and the band
were there to greet us about midnight the 19th of Sept. '44. We were the last group.
"Felton, George B.", I said and went up the gang plank. No smoking -- no roaming
around. I found a place in a stateroom with 3 other officers. They gave us a lot of instructions that
had to be complied with but soon, I was so sleepy. I saw that the men had been loaded on and
found out the ship was the E. B. Alexander (after the war to have a mysterious explosion in the
engine room on the English Channel). It was a
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fine ship and about 19,000 tons (rumored). The next morning we moved down the river about 9
A.M. and were soon out of sight of land and on the ocean.

Boat drills, the daily inspection at 10 A.M., officers meetings, duty officers and so forth
were soon the routine. We took some exercise and saw shows in turn. Plenty of candy and
tobacco. I had quit smoking cigars but I bought a box and started again. It was wonderful to not
have too many cares and worries. I mingled with the troops, played checkers and found my
master in a Jewish lad by the name of Jablonsky. He led by about 14 games to 7 with several ties.
I also got in a pot limit poker game about 4 nights in a row and wound up a loser by about some
$300.00. Too rough for me. I slept in a small room with 3 others - a Capt. Mitchell (later to be
killed), Capt. Means (seriously injured) and Capt. Kiefer (also injured). We ate our two meals in
real style. At our table was Capt. Frink, our Bn S-3, Capt. Douglas, honor graduate of Boston
college who was the Regt. Hgs. Co. Comdr., and Capt. Duncan, a small mild-mannered officer
who was our Bn. Hgs. Co. Comdr. Somehow we never could get a conversation started. No
common interest other than the mild crossing and voyage in general. We sat right by a porthole
and one night an unexpected wave burst through and doused several to the joy of others. We had
orchestra music each evening and the General's table was not far away.
Soon we were told the destination was Cherbourg, France. Also when we first sailed we
read in the ship's news about a huge parachute jump at Arnhem but later the news of it died out.
War was still a long, long way off. But a couple days off of France we were ordered to Glasgow,
Scotland. Early on a Sunday morning everyone was up to see the sights -- the beautiful landscape
on both sides. We didn't know where we were exactly but it was all of interest. We had had a
quiet crossing -- about 30 ships in the convoy. Some depth bombs had been shot off but no actual
submarines that we knew about. About noon we put out the anchor near Greenock, Scotland. The
harbor was full of ships including the Queens Elizabeth and Mary. We kept looking through
glasses. People walking around -- a few cars. It was a most beautiful day and I can remember how
we were sure that anyone who would want to destroy such a beautiful country must be a fiend.
The next morning a Two Star British General came on board to welcome us to England. Shortly
after, some started to debark and there was great fuss and confusion.
We didn't leave until the next morning and other than a few harsh words to get everything
well cleaned up it was without event. On a barge to Greenock and then on the train. I bought a
newspaper and couldn't understand a word the Scotch girl said. About noon we pulled out for
Southern England.
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The train rolled fast across beautiful hillsides and compact villages. We had coffee and
toast served by the British Red Cross at a couple station stops. It was all so strange and
unbelievable! Toward evening we talked to the conductor. He told us about English currency. We
looked at the English girls -- mostly were in uniform. We heard we were going to Oxford. Spirits
were really high. When the blackout curtains were drawn it meant something! The troops played
cards, we officers joked. "Any goom choom?" About 12 P.M. we pulled to a stop at Newberry.
We got off the train and the British M.P.s crowded us onto busses and in a couple of miles we
were dumped out on a cold windy hill where there was an American tent camp. Frozen and tired,
someone showed us to our tents. Blankets and cots were at another building. Men started to grab
armfuls of blankets. I ordered it stopped - two per person was all. Hot coffee helped and we
turned in.
Next morning we found that the Bn. was together. We adjoined an air field from where
planes were always coming and going. We learned they were carrying clothing and food to the
paratroopers that were holding in the Arnhem area. We were told that from this area "Ike"
Eisenhower watched the paratroops take off for the 'D' Day invasion. The soldiers were soon to

learn that bullet holes could often be seen in the returning planes. We had to get things organized;
guards posted and people on kitchen police. I had a little trouble with discipline. We liked to
freeze -- it was really cold! A couple days later we took a 3-mile march and it was easy to see that
the traveling had gotten us out of shape. One night I walked to the air corps officers' club to hear
a world series game but there was too much static. I returned to find they wanted names for an
M.P. supplementary platoon and men for grave registration detail. Sgt. Graham, the C.Q., and I
turned in the names. The next day Maj. Thomte was mad because in all other companies the
responsible officers had been gone the night before.
We stayed only a few days and were loaded onto busses for a short move to Barton
Stacey about 15 miles northeast of Winchester. On the trip over we went past a pack of hounds to
a couple of hunters all decked out in full hunting regalia. About 3 P.M. we pulled into our new
camp. It was a semi-permanent one with a few concrete building but mostly Quonset huts. There
was the usual fuss of details and assigning the men their places. I remember things were not going
so badly but after dark I went over where all the Bn. officers were gathered. Maj. Thomte's spirits
were lower than I had ever seen them. The whole place was so dirty and unprepared for troops. I
think a colored unit had been there before us.
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We spent the time getting things orderly, taking hikes, etc. We completed the voting -first time soldiers had cast ballots. Sent several men who could drive on to France to take part in
the Red Ball Express -- trucking supplies to the front. I got to Winchester a few times and heard
the clack, clack of people's hard halls on the pavements and sidewalks. This is very noticeable
because of no auto traffic -- all noises are heard. Saw the largest cathedral in the world at
Winchester. Nearly everyone got passes to London but not me. Col. Pedley had been on the
advance party to France, returned, and took charge of the Regiment in place of Col. Barrett. Also
my clerk Corp. Linn returned. We all received combat boots in place of shoes and leggings. Lt.
Schmidt was Bn. PX officer. We took many pleasant hikes around and through the straw thatched
buildings in the villages. England was pretty but cold and rainy. When we were to leave we
issued out real live ammunition but still it was hard to convince anyone we were going to the
front. I lost several men due to sickness and injuries (six). Also I found out that my 1st Sgt. Lee
never wanted the job so I reduced him to Platoon Sgt. and upped Sgt. Gouvea to take his place.
My officers steadied down a little bit but we were nothing to brag about. I bunked with Capt.
Grantham. He was a fine fellow and we had many laughs together. A couple times we had dances
and the English girls were much the same as Americans. I talked to a Captain's wife for a couple
of hours. She had been through the Blitz. The men who went to London told about the buzz
bombs -- something I had known nothing about. I still hung close to the company and tried to
improve their spirits. I knew them all by name and the type of fellows they were. The whole time
was rather exciting but the last of the month we were paid off in French Francs and were told we
would soon be on our way. On the night of the 31st of October we had to clean and clear camp.
All had to be left A-1 and some of my men had not burned their bedding straw so I had it burned
late at night. Maj. Thomte saw it and raged about my good sense (or lack of it) for violating
black-out. Officers sent foot lockers to Liverpool for storage until after the war. Men were still
not serious. A chocolate bar and pass to town was the extent of their consideration.
About 2 A.M. trucks came and hauled us to a train station 4 or 5 miles away. The men all
carried filled duffel bags and we got the cars mixed up and things were in an awful mess doing it
all in the black-out. About 6 A.M. we pulled into S. Hampton, got off the train with all our
belongings and marched to the pier. It must have been a mile. No one would have thought we
could make it but all did. Jam in and sit down. No loading for hours.

Some time around 1 P.M. we boarded. It was a trim British ship. Officers had bunks but
men slept on the floor mostly -- some on bunks. Long meetings on regulations and rules and Lt.
Sloan was duty officer. That night I played small limit
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poker and won about 1 F. The next morning I was one of the first to see land. It was France and
Omaha Beach. Sometimes ships could not unload for days but the weather was clear and we were
to go right in. We pulled within about 1 mile of shore and a LST came alongside. We started
throwing barracks bags down a chute to the boat. Then over a rope ladder with the men. It was a
trifle dangerous the way the boats tossed but no one was hurt. I kept ordering the men back -- we
had to jam them in. Soon some were green with sea sickness. We had about half of the barracks
bags in the small boat when Gen. Bolling sent orders for overcoats to be placed in the bags. It was
impossible so Maj. Thomte conceded a little and each man wore his overcoat.
In towards the famous beach! Wrecked shipping, thousands of men, litter everywhere. In
unloading, each man just grabbed a bag, any bag, and stepped onto a slippery floating pier. As
soon as we hit the beach there was Maj. Benion. He had been sent over on the advance detail. On
the Continent! France! We got in column and walked about a mile up the beach. We noticed how
badly some of the ships were shot up that lay wrecked along the beach. Soon we turned up a
small paved country road eagerly looking for signs of the battle that had been fought, then past a
small French village with some destroyed buildings. We took a long rest in an apple orchard
where a couple of Frenchmen were gathering apples for cider. After the rest, we took up the
march again -- about 4 miles with full field packs. The men's spirits commenced to crumble and
they started to yell for a break. I got mad and yelled that I would tell them when it was break
time and I didn't want them telling me! Nor did I want the men just falling out as a couple had
done in the second platoon! Just before dark we pulled into a level pasture field -- our rest area
for a while. Soon the kitchen truck pulled up and the men who came over to drive on the Red Ball
Express returned to the company. We were all so new. It was my first time to camp out with this
company. We lined the tents up along the hedge rows.
The next morning it was very pretty. Funny, but we had been chasing the falling leaves
from Camp Kilmer all the way. Green when we arrived -- the leaves had started to fall at Kilmer,
Scotland, England, and now it was green again. I had ordered everyone up for revile and
breakfast. Some wouldn't get up. One man, a big fellow named Walker gave his Sgt. a bad time. I
gave him a tongue lashing and ordered him to dig a latrine for the use of the whole company.
Fellows cleaned up their equipment and we had some squad and platoon training in the morning.
We wandered around and visited afternoons and evenings. Everyone had a new army sleeping
bag issued just before we left England and some sewed blankets inside for additional warmth. I
sent some money home as did many of the others. It was the 2nd of Nov. and I bet the fellow
named Heimbaugh we would be in Germany within two weeks -- few of the
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others thought so. We would have to have at least a couple months training and then probably be
thrown into a big offensive the next spring!
We stayed here only a couple days and trucks arrived about 7 A.M. the next morning.
Twenty-five men per truck with all equipment. The men wanted to balk -not enough room -- "Get
on the trucks!" I got to ride with a colored driver in his cab. It was overcast, cool and rainy. The

convoy moved slowly. Soon we drove past a woods that had been bombed and fought over -"Boy-O-Boy" -- exciting! Then on near a village -- a knocked out American tank. We saw the "L"
shaped German foxholes alongside the road. Past one village and another, we pulled into St. LO - just a pile of rubble with the people walking around. We rolled faster now -- past blown bridges
and a few K.O.'ed vehicles. We stopped for our "K" ration lunch. The men scattered all the papers
and tins everywhere. I ordered them kept and burned or buried. It was on just like so many
convoys in the States. Traffic was all one way so we rolled along on the paved road. It was cold
in the truck and the men were not doing much sight seeing. It was getting dark. On and on we
rolled. We thought we were to reach Paris that night but about 10 P.M. we pulled off the road and
the whole regiment camped in a big flat field. Maj. Thomte had gone ahead and Maj. Davis was
in charge of the Bn. Should the men get hot coffee? I let mine go to sleep for the kitchen truck
was loaded with the stoves which were quite inaccessible. Another instance when I didn't go
along with the other officers and they mentioned it. Next morning Maj. Davis laid down the law - those steel helmets would be worn at all times and would not come off -- headache or no
headache. Nor would there be any more yelling at the girls and civilians. If the men threw away
their cigarettes no one knew when more would come. Off we went. An occasional shot down
plane in the fields, K.O.'ed tanks but we started to pass many German vehicles that had been
strafed from the air. They were all painted in camouflage of green and brown. Toward 3 P.M. we
pulled into Paris. First through Versailles -- a college for girls had just dismissed for the day.
How wonderful! How exciting! Could the folks back home but see me now! It was so beautiful
on this sunshiny afternoon. Through the downtown. Not a scratch from the war. People looked
well dressed and not the least underfed. I looked here and there. The people cheered and waved to
us and we yelled and waved back. Through tunnels and under passes and across the Seine and out
past La Borge Airport that had been damaged by bombs. I hadn't seen the Eifel Tower or Arc of
Triumph. On we rolled through the gentle rolling country I had seen in pictures.
We pulled off the road on the downhill side and made camp about 9 P.M. It turned cold
and windy and the next day we unloaded the kitchen truck, pitched the tent and set up the kitchen.
The men roved around. Back about 4 miles could be seen a
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town where someone said the great French artillery school was located. Across the road were old
German trenches and what was left of a radar station. Toward evening Lt. Schmidt and I and a
soldier who could talk French went over to a little village where I got a tub and some warm water.
Also got a couple of drinks and talked to one old fellow who could talk a little English. I went
back and it was raining. Our trucks had been taken from us and nobody was around camp and the
equipment that had been left on the truck had been dumped in the mud. What a mess! The kitchen
had prepared a meal but no one was there to eat it. All the tents were down in the wind and mud.
The latrine was flooded. We had to get all of our organizational vehicles up on the road that night
for in the morning we had to move. Mud, rain and cold. My drivers made it to the road O.K. I got
a little sleep -- tempers were short. The next day it was cold and overcast. We loaded early. They
said all my men were accounted for and on the trucks. More signs of battle, more wrecked
German trucks and the driver said we were going to Holland. Early afternoon it was warmer.
Down the Meuse to Liege. It was well gutted from the buzz bombs. At the stops, some men
traded cigarettes for drinks. On and on we seemed to be getting nowhere. I dozed from time to
time. It started to snow. Everything was dark. No M.P.'s to guide us. Once we stopped and waited
and waited. Finally someone got out to investigate. The driver of the leading truck had fallen
asleep and the truck ahead had pulled away. It was all done with no lights. A colored Sgt. in
charge of the trucks tried to get his bearings. All night we rode while the men froze. By daybreak

we pulled into a little town in Holland -- Geleen -- off the main road -- met Maj. Thomte and
bivouacked in an orchard near the village.
The men pitched tents. The kitchen truck arrived and the people of the village gathered
around. Security conscious Maj. Thomte wanted no fraternization. Get ready -- be ready. We
stayed tough. Showers for the men. At a coal mine about 3/4 mile away were plenty of showers at
certain hours of the day for this was in the heart of the Limburg mining district and some of the
biggest mines in Europe were nearby. It was nice. Guards posted at night. Nothing too rough
about it. Men and officers behaving more serious and better.
A few days later we company commanders went up through Sittard and out on a ridge
from where we could see over into enemy held territory. Great! Then to a meeting with some
commanders of the 13th Cavalry with Hgs. in Sittard. They needed support by infantry and my
company was put on the alert to go to their aid in case of attack. For this reason, I went on
reconnaissance with some officers from the 13th Cavalry. About the 11th of Nov. we crossed into
the western most tip of Germany. Some artillery was falling and one burst a couple hundred years
away. Up to an
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artillery observation post. Long bearded and dirty soldiers were on duty. "Keep low down -move quickly." Looking four or five miles across the flat rolling country to a big stone based
windmill, some German soldiers had been seen riding on bicycles. At another point on our line
the bullet holed helmet of a German was over a grave of one that had tried to come through on
patrol a few nights earlier. I took my officers around to these same places and we told the men to
always be ready and available. On Sunday 12 Nov. we started looking for billets. Kandel and
Sherman, both Jewish refugees, could talk German well and all these Hollanders understood
German. Sherman was my messenger. With the help of some civilians we found room for
everyone. Wonderful! Thomte had approved. But more and more we knew the battle was drawing
closer. A lecture by Gen. Bolling -- we were being committed soon to "widen a breach in the
Siegfried Line." Lectures by British on use of tanks. We had none so they were giving us a hand.
Maj. Davies shot himself while cleaning a pistol. 'E' Company was called up to help the 13th
Cavalry and had a couple of men wounded and about four not return from a patrol they sent out. I
received ten new men and a new officer named Lt. Donlin -- a very fine officer. I stayed with Lt.
Carraway and Sherman at the home of a fine old German born lady who had married a Hollander
and reared him about ten children. Most of the sons worked in the mine. They were just as
friendly as they could be and gave me a couple of coins as souvenirs. More meetings and then the
orders. Col. Pedley was still worried about mud on windshields and bumpers -- military courtesy
-- he didn't seem to realize things were going to change!
On the night of the 17th about dark we loaded British trucks and headed for Germany.
Our Bn. was in Div. Reserve and I wasn't sorry. Thomte had placed Capt. Tye in command of the
convoy and they missed a turn in the dark. I took the correct road with my trucks and pulled in in
good shape. We unloaded quietly and started marching along muddy roads to Palenberg.
Everyone was serious now. Artillery was booming all around. We wondered whether the shells
were going out or coming in. Our guides had found us a place to billet in all that was left of a
building that had been a hotel, bowling alley, restaurant and stable with a barn in the rear. The
next day was nice. A mortar shell had injured a couple people in 'F' Company. The big attack had
jumped off and Geilenkirchen was captured. Some P.W.'s were trucked back through our area.
Our kitchen truck had a shrapnel hole through it. We issued hand grenades. A high British
General dropped by and asked how it was going -- "We hadn't been in it yet" we told him. A big

sign stood next-door to our building -- a warning to troops "Looter -- You will be shot!" I saw a
picture of this printed with an article in the "Saturday Evening Post " about a year later. A couple
of blown up German pillboxes were not far away. We investigated and wondered how anyone
ever captured one. The Wurm River about 10 yards wide was only a couple hundred yards away.
The next
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evening a plane came over and dropped a flare that lit the whole area and all antiaircraft guns
tried to shoot it down. There were a few German civilians around. We had little or no real
information. That night a bomb hit a hundred or so yards from our billet. The men were getting
jittery. We had an alarm the next morning to move in five minutes. We were serving a meal -Everyone rushed -- False Alarm! But a little later the order did come. Move by twos, one file on
each side of the road. Observation planes overhead. A newsman taking motion pictures as we
crossed the tree lined road from Ubach to Geilenkirchen. A few dead Germans and all kinds of
battlefield litter lay alongside the path. It was a rough hike in mud with equipment. About noon
we stopped just north of Waurichen, dug foxholes and ate "K" rations. With others I looked
through the remnants of a demolished house -- children's Bible books were what we noticed. A
P.W. rather frazzled was standing nearby and it was cold but everyone just left him stand. Some
shell whined overhead -- I ducked and Capt. Grantham laughed. "They were going out" he said....
a couple more were followed by an explosion to our rear -- he ducked too! Move on up toward
the front. We scattered well. It was about 2 P.M. and two or three more K.O.'ed tanks were ahead.
As we were slowly going past, an engineer came out from a house in front and yelled "Mines,
Careful!" The men started to run. I yelled "Freeze!" We went through a place that had been
gapped. Then to the left along a little railroad track a couple of bullets zinged to our front. Were
we being shot at? Lt. Carraway yelled at Lescallest to go with him -- they took the lead. I ordered
Buck to go, too. He said he couldn't -he had bad eyes. (He wore thick lensed glasses). The
column moved on, off to the left lay a German trench a few of us got in it. Some shells started to
come in but not too close. I ordered the company to "come" forward in the trench. It was full of
mud and water about a foot deep. German shells and hand grenades were all around. I led part of
the time in the trench. We got the whole company in and they were only a yard apart but we
started to dig in the sides so as people wouldn't have to stand in water.

I
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A couple hours of waiting. Engineers blew a couple of pillboxes nearby. We could see
the battle that was going on for Prummern. P.W.'s were coming toward the rear with arms raised.
A couple of our tanks were burning near Prummern. A jeep was hit about 400 yards to our left
front. The injured yelled and were given first aid. Lt. Donlin and I went on toward the front
through the woods to our right. We could see it all. Infantry rushing -- aircraft overhead -- antiaircraft fire. A formation of B-25's go over -- one is hit. It bursts into flames and dives straight to
the earth where there is a terrific explosion. It hit a couple of miles away. Some shells have
landed near the truck. A couple others and I walk back down the railroad. Some dead Americans
are lying in a building. Too bad. A small mortar shell lands near the RR. track we just walked
down. Orders come down to dig in for the night. We get out of the trench and near the woods.
Just about when it is done, orders are to prepare to move back for guard duty. Water arrives but
some get at it first and hog all they wanted and spilled some and there was not enough to go
around. Tired and overloaded we march back, stop and march again. A guide tells us of a short
cut across the field. Black as pitch but we start out and the building which houses all control for
the artillery, the one we have to guard, looms up out of the darkness. Tired, we dispersed the men.
Some find ready dug fox holes. Our blankets and rolls are back where we come from so Lt.
Schmidt goes after them with the jeep. I just laid down with a field coat on, curled up and fell
asleep. The rolls come. Some would try to find their own, get disgusted and take any. Others
would untie one to see if it was his, and finding that it was not, move on to the next leaving
toothbrushes, writing paper, etc., to fall into the mud. It rained a little. Next morning I lectured
severely to the company on regard for the others and their property. We were to move about
noon. I heard a muffled rifle shot -- it was a fellow named Hargiss shot through the hand. Some
wondered if not on purpose. Another had gone back the day before from shell shock -- just
nervous but never returned.
At noon we moved over about a mile to a big German farm. We bivouacked in an
orchard. It rained. Three dead Germans lay just outside the barn door. Nearby lay a pair of
German mittens which I put on over my gloves to help keep my hands warm. I wore these
throughout the winter. We cleaned up equipment. No news much about the division's progress
except that they were moving slowly forward. More rain. That night I slept in a little stable in the
rear of the barn.
The next morning was spent leisurely. I was just outside the stable when I heard a group
of low flying aircraft overhead. I looked up and said "Look -- those are German planes!" Six of
them a couple hundred yards up. First I looked, then ducked. Others ran for foxholes. Afterwards
a call "Aid Man" -- "Aid Man". It was a man in
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my company, Cercosimo, an Italian shot through the knee. We carried him for first aid. He waved
good-bye to the rest. He was quite a favorite of all who knew him.
Then orders to move forward toward Prummern. Slowly we went across the fields in
columns of twos. Across mine fields, barbed wire, trenches and that same RR. track only further
to the left by a mile. It poured rain and it was all I, and most of the rest, could do to lug our things
to a small orchard on the edge of Prummern. We started to dig in under an apple tree -- eating
fallen apples as we did.
I saw Capt. Frink from Bn. and asked what the situation was like in town (Prummern).
He said he didn't know. Bullets cracked around. A soldier said to stay low for there was still a
Gerry sniper off to the right. I told Sherman to come and we would look over the village. We

went in part way and returned to get a squad of men so as to play safe. It was getting dark. I took
the 3rd squad of the 3rd platoon and we went in to find billets. Dead Germans, dead Americans,
dead animals. All were around. Mud everywhere! The soldiers commenced to show fear as soon
as we left where other soldiers were. Sgt. Grant was cool and took the lead. We went down the
street inspecting as we went. Strange odors were in the air. One from where a white phosphorous
grenade had burned a mattress and it was still smoldering. We were the first I'm sure to look
around in the destroyed church. We could get the company under cover so back we went for the
co. and just as it got pitch dark, all had a place to stay. I stayed with company hgs. in the
preacher's home near the church. Same religious pictures and pamphlets as back home and yet
Hitler was to have destroyed all churches!
The rest of the Bn. moved in town, too. A few shell came in and we could hear the
Germans and American machine guns up and down the front only a few hundred yards away.
With Sherman, I went to Bn. hgs. The S-2, Lt. Smith, had some letters. Sherman
translated one written on 2 Nov. by a German soldier to his folks in Prummern -- how his unit had
just shot down an American plane and it will be wonderful when they are all shot down for "it is
getting so a farmer can't plow in the fields without being fired on by the Americans". We came
home and went to sleep. About midnight I was awakened by a messenger from Bn. I knew it
would be to attack the next day. That was it. Go home and sleep but be at Bn by 5:30 the next
morning to go on reconnaissance. Attack would be at 11 A.M.
I went back and went to sleep and was awakened on time. I kept thinking is this my last?
Some big shells had kept coming in all night. Up to the hgs. of the 3rd (?) Bn
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of the 334th. Waited around on "Wild Horse" Harry Johnson -- a Capt. then in command -- quite
a character. As day broke we started on our reconnaissance out to a pillbox and forward to look
over the area to our front. Capt. Johnson said to always hang close to the tank tracks as they had
often saved his life. We could see the church tower of Wurm. about 2 miles away and we had
orders to be there by 5 P.M. Back to Prummern where Lt. Schmidt was having the company eat
breakfast. A meeting at Bn. Said good-bye to Lt. Shupe. He was going over to take charge of my
old Co. 'L'. (He was killed that afternoon.) Back to the company. Nothing seemed ready. We
found some of the BAR (Automatic rifles) would not work. My officers never had a chance to
look over the area. It was to be a big offensive all along the front. 'F' Co. on the left and 'G' Co. on
the right with 'E' Co. in resurve.

I was to keep my right flank along the orchard north of Prummem and attack straight
towards Wurm. Co. 'F' would be on my left
.
About 10:20 we started out of town toward Suggerath. As I look back, the Gerrys must
have had a radio still in Prummern for just as we reached the edge of town artillery fire started
hailing in. I had led the company and I stopped and as the men marched by I wished them luck.
We were all tense by now. 'F' Co. marched past. I was to pick up my artillery forward observer at
the brick building but as 11 A.M. approached, he wasn't there. Lt. Sloan and the 3rd platoon was
on the right and Lt. Carraway on the left. We had a frontage of 300 yards. Lt. Carraway mistook
the church steeple at Suggerath for the objective and set out on the wrong direction.
Around 11 A.M. we started forward. It was pouring rain and I wore an alligator rain coat.
Lt. Sloan and the 3rd platoon moved right along. I followed and expected
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the 1st platoon to do the same. They "froze" from fear back near the orchard. Through the mud
and the sugar beets, I ran part of the time and crawled some. No one was around. Our radio never
worked because of the rain. The incoming shells were deafening. I jumped into a foxhole on top
of a dead German -- I remember of thinking that this is just the way I had seen it in the movies! I
yelled at what men I could see to "keep moving". Red tracer bullets from German machine guns
were right overhead. We could see no sign of the enemy. The 2nd platoon was not around. I tried
to contact it by messenger, a few came up from the 1st platoon. One in particular, Pvt. Fisher, a
man whom I had reduced in England for lack of leadership and he was up in front while others
were too scared to move. I knew some of my men were hurt but not how many. I had two new
arrivals to the company with me, Tucker and Adams. Shells exploded close by. Tucker yelled
"I'm hit, I'm hit" and grabbed his stomach and rolled over and over in the sugar beets and out of
sight. I sent Adams after him -- he hadn't been hurt. The shrapnel failed to puncture his clothing.
Lt. Sloan was standing up in a criss-cross of German bullets urging his men forward. Word
reached me from the 2nd platoon that they had found out their mistake and were in almost their
correct sector and moving forward. Sherman was with me. I asked him what I should do as the
thing had bogged down entirely. He didn't know.

Capt. Grantham showed up. He was friendly and had seen action on Guadalcanal and was
unperturbed by all the fire. He said I would have to rally my whole company in order to get the
attack going again. This was impossible. I sent Pvt. Fisher over to the pillbox that was to be used
as a Bn. command post. I had been there in the morning reconnaissance and it was about 600 yds.
away. I think now that Fisher came back with the message to push on with the attack. I couldn't
and went back to tell them so. I turned the company over the Schmidt (?) (Not sure of this.) I ran
through the beets and bullets cracked around my head but the artillery had lifted.
Bn. said to keep on moving. Pick up the men and keep on moving. Communications?
They would lay wire. My spirits picked up a little. I went to see the 2nd platoon. They were out to
the end of the field and just starting down over the hill. Some had tried to make it. Lt. Carraway
had been badly injured in the lower legs in the attempt. Sgt. Juzwiak was taking care of him as he
was almost out. The 2nd platoon was farther ahead than the others so I went back toward the rear
K.O.'ed tank and came up behind my company. I made the rear elements move forward.. One
machine gun squad (5 men) led by St. Kay was either killed or wounded. I kept moving forward
and came to about 15 of my men all lying face down in a little ditch at the end of the field. I
looked ahead. About 75 yds. was a road that cut into the hill side. The men told me Lt. Sloan and
others were investigating. I yelled asking if it was O.K.
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They said it was. I sent a third of the men over. Went with the 2nd third. The last group followed.
Here was a place to group the men!
Dig! Dig! I knew artillery would soon come. Sure enough. Mortars and artillery rocked
the ground. One artillery shell cut through the edge of the dirt at the top of the bank within 10 feet
of me. It skidded down to the roadbed, up to the other bank, tumbled back down to the road and
spun around 5 or 10 times. Later I moved it so that no one would kick it and set it off. We were
hard for the enemy to hit.
Another fellow and I ran back to where T/Sgt. Gouvea was 150 yds. to the rear. He later
told me bullets rained all around as I ran. The other fellow had one singe the glove of his hand. I
guided all I could find to the road cut. It started to get dark. I was scared that the Gerrys would
come with tanks and wipe us out for we had no mines and one bazooka and practically no
weapons that would fire because of the mud. In the darkness I got volunteers to come with me
back to Prummern, help take the wounded back and bring water, food and cleaning equipment
back to the front. My hands were cut from trying to force the bolts back on M-1 s and carbines. I
had thrown my carbine away. My raincoat was a shambles. Everything that moved seemed like a
German patrol. Everyone looked for someone to tell them what to do. Bn had tried to lay wire to
the road cut and the two men carrying the wire spool were killed by a single shell. Some watched
and others dug in the cut while the volunteer and I returned to Prummern.

Things hadn't gone too well with 'F' Co. either. Along the RR. tracks they had taken a
couple pillboxes with help of tanks but many were killed and injured and it turned out that one
platoon was captured by the enemy. A big shell had hit the building
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that was the rear Bn. C.P. in Prummern. I told them the situation. "Get ready to attack in the
morning!" I went out to the 2nd platoon. Sherman had been killed. Lt. Donlin was seriously
injured. (He died a day later.) Several had gone over the crest of the hill and it was not known
what had happened to them. They came back towards morning. I met men bringing Shine off the
field. He had had an eye shot out. We carried water, clean weapons and rations back to the cut.
Things were fairly quiet. All during the night guards swore they could see Germans crawling
toward us through the beets. There was little sleep. About 4 A.M., from a few yards in front of the
left end of the cut, a Gerry cut loose over our heads with a belt load of solid tracer ammunition. I
was awake and I think it just scared to death all that saw it. Just as it started to get light people
could be seen rushing towards us from our rear. It was a platoon from 'E' Company led by Lt.
Parnell. He had been sent out to take the pillboxes on our left but had gotten lost. More artillery
made them seek safety in our holes. Later it started to rain again. He decided he had to go back
and led his men back to the pillbox that was Bn. Forward Command Post. Later I went back also
as I had no other contact. 'E' Company had been forward near the five pillboxes when Capt.
Grantham returned to help get supporting fire. Enemy fire started to fall on the company and the
Lt. in charge had been ordered to retreat. When they got back, no one had been injured. Thomte
ordered him relieved (fired). Now the men had to return. Maj. Thomte went with them. Capt.
Baker of the 'H' Co. from deep in the pillbox kept telling me to move my company forward. One
of the mysteries of the war is why 'E' Co. didn't get mangled with fire as we had! With few
injuries they marched straight on those 5 pillboxes and rousted about 75 P.W.s and took over.
Thompte had been with them. When he returned he personally telephoned it to higher hgs. He
was the most enthusiastic man I ever saw in my life! "Now! It can be done! Don't let this attack
get bogged down! Get out of the road cut. Move those men forward!" I remember being up to the
2nd platoon and in a trench with the others when 'E' Company was taking control of their area
around the pillboxes and a Gerry 88 shot at the burned out tank about 25 yards to our rear. The
shells were streaks of fire a yd. or so over our heads and 4 of the 5 shots went in the front end of
the tank and out the rear according to Capt. Grantham who had observed from a distance.

I went back to the cut about 3 P.M. It was the 23rd and Thanksgiving! We now had guns
that would work. The men were hoping to be relived for we already had our dead and injured and
had only seen a couple Gerrys that had walked into the left end of the cut and surrendered. I told
them what 'E' Co. had done. We had to move forward. We would all line up along the forward
slope of the cut and go over in 3 quick waves. With only hand grenades, I went over with the 2nd
wave. We raced forward. Many Gerry foxholes -- some covered with bails of straw but all were
empty. About 200
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yards, a few bullets cracked close by. On we moved. About 500 yds. It was getting dark. We
investigated, cut Gerry wire, and in the dark mist we got information and returned to the cut.
Those that had gone over on the left had found that machine gun about 50 yds. to the front and
four Gerrys. Three surrendered but one didn't want to and Sgt. Cone had filled him full of lead
with his "burp" gun. Also the jeep and trailer were there with lots and lots of turkey sandwiches.
Eat all you want! Sgt. Butler had been fatally wounded while in his hole that morning but no
other casualties. Our spirits were up. But even then, there was not enough to eat as we were
famished!
The men were showing their mettle or folding. Lt. Pace said he couldn't stand it at all and
wanted to be reclassified. I warned him of the disgrace. I had been about ready to fold myself but
now all was better. I reported an advance to Bn. and Maj. Thomte was elated. It showed we had
the stuff! The whole Bn! We would not be stopped! Next day no orders came to attack. The truth
was that about the whole division was stopped. We could see the poor soldiers falling in an
attempt to take the pillboxes off a half mile to our right front. (24th Nov. I think.) I had brought
down the 2nd platoon. On the night of the 23rd I went to see Grantham and his men in the
pillboxes. They came within an ace of firing on our patrol. We carried out a couple of badly
wounded on the detachable cots used in the pill boxes. His men were lucky. They had a dry place
-- we had nothing. Artillery rumbled and rumbled and you couldn't tell what was going out and
what coming in. English troops to the left had huge search lights that gave what they called
artificial moonlight. It helped at night. On the 24th I was caught down the line a little when a
barrage hit. I was in a hole with Tharler, Meyer and Moran. A shell hit about a foot from the edge
of our hole and burst with a terrific blast. The powder drifted around. I remembered how, as a kid,
I used to enjoy this smell and run and pick up the shotgun shells to sniff after my father had shot
at a rabbit. Moran was so shaken up he went back to England and never returned. Tharler and
Meyer went to the aid station but returned the same night. I was none the worse. I want to say
here that the first day and a half we had been in the cut a German had laid at the end of the cut
with a machine gun. Why he had never cut us down I'll never know. He was one that had walked
up and surrendered.
The night of the 24th brought welcome news. We were to be relieved! It got messed up
and we didn't get relieved until about 3:30 A.M. and then by only a handful of men. By 5:30 or
6:00 A.M. we were billeted best we could over in Suggarath. Our feet were cold and stung as
soon as we started to get them warm. Trench foot! We hadn't given it a thought!
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About 8:00 A.M. we were awakened for breakfast. Word came from Bn. to get citations
for bravery before 10:00 A.M.! I couldn’t stay awake. Men who had taken their shoes off
couldn’t get them back on. The sun shown and it was pretty. We tried to account for everyone.
Martin, a newcomer in Holland, had been killed just before we pulled out from the cut. One by

one it was fitted together except for two people -Agnello (later found to be injured) and Carriker.
(He had been buried in his foxhole in one of the night shellings before we pulled out from the
cut). We had a meeting at Bn. Hqs. now in Suggarath. My feet were quite painful. At the meeting
they introduced our new Bn. Ex. Officer, Maj. Douglas. Men and officers were sent to the rear for
trench foot. I thought mine would be better in a couple days, but they wanted me to go as far as
the clearing stations back in Geilenkirchen. I took a jeep and they dressed my cut hands and on
the left of my big toe there was a raw sore. Keep my feet warm and dry and rest them. I went on
back to the kitchen at Palenberg, to our barracks bag storage across in Marienberg, and on back to
Eygelshoven, Holland to a coal mine for a shower. I saw a man with a new batch of replacements
from my company in Robinson and Fanin, a Sgt. Mahaffie. A shower and fresh clothes and I felt
like a new man but worn out. Back in the kitchen where I decided to sleep.
The next morning back to the company. Lt. Parnell was going to take charge while I
rested for a while. Lt. Schmidt had bad feet and went to England. Pace had decided to try again.
Sloan was a crackerjack officer but didn’t know the whole company—just his platoon. About
6:00 P.M. the men boarded trucks and went over south to hold some ground for the next few
days. I stayed in Suggerath the next few days and with a few people we cleaned all equipment left
behind and put things in good shape. My new 1st Sgt. set up a Company C.P. at Immendorf. I
went over and helped him get all the men we could accounted for. Weather was cold and
overcast. The 335th jumped off on a new offensive. I got hold of a “Time” magazine and found
out a little about the whole picture of the war. The men returned to Apweiler on the night of the
30th. Four men had been killed in their foxholes. Three of them new arrivals who never even had
a chance to write a letter home. I had gone back to the Prummern battlefield and recovered the
personal effects of some of the killed. I had written letters to next of kin and to folks at home. It
had seemed like ages since before we went into battle. The night of the 30th, tired and weary
soldiers lined up at the aid station. Dr. Hazlitt, with a flashlight, looked at stinking feet and tried
to discern those who had trench foot. The fellows in the weapons platoon had killed a chicken and
invited me to have a piece. We didn’t know what was up.
Next morning a plane or two came over and dropped bombs despite our anti aircraft fire.
We got orders to seize the high ground to the right of Lindern just in
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front of Brachelen. 'E' on the left, 'F' on the right, 'G' in reserve. It was about three miles away, E
& F took off. We took our time for we had orders to follow at about 700 yards. I had a brand new
officer, a Lt. Schulner, who knew nothing about field duty. I was nervous for I had been away
awhile. The men were taking it as a matter of course. It was a nice afternoon on the 1st of Dec.
and, as we dug in about a mile SW of Lindern, we could see the shells bursting among the
soldiers of E & F. For some reason F lagged

behind.

About 4:00 P.M., Capt. Frink came over from Bn. Hgs. to tell me I was wanted there. A
runner, Kinney, and I went. All of us were shot at by a sniper as we ran and hit the dirt. Bn. Hgs.
was an old German location—many holes covered with bails of straw. It was in plain view of the
Germans north of Lindern, a vehicle pulled right up the road and stopped. We yelled frantically
for it to go back to a draw and hide. Artillery came in right over our heads about a dozen rounds. I
was caught outside of a hole talking to Capt. Frink. I asked him if I couldn’t crawl in. He said
“No, there was no room.” There was another barrage. I could feel them singe the back of my
neck. They exploded just over us and dirt flew around. I was sure the next barrage would be right
on Kinney and me. I said my prayers and waited. Nothing happened. I’ve always had the feeling
that from that time on, I was living on borrowed time. ‘E’ Co. got on the objective. ‘F’ Co. never
got across the Lindern-Linnich road. My orders just before dark was to join the right of ‘F’ Co.
and make contact with whatever unit was on our right.
Kinny and I went back to the company and we started forward. Across the Geronsweiler
and Lindern road was evidence of a heavy battle. A fellow cried for help. It turned out he had
been injured for 48 hours. We stopped near a wicker patch
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where wicker reeds were grown to be woven into baskets and chairs. Lt. Sloan made contact on
the right, a couple others and I on the left. One fellow just walked off in the night (Abraham—
shell shock). One fellow, Jablonsky, got an arm blown off trying to get the injured man to an aid
station. We tied in with ‘F’ Co. and the unit on the right. With my radio operators Rines and
Shaw I had a covered old German dugout for just the three of us. All night messages came over
the radio. ‘E’ Co. had several killed and injured. Lindern was “hot” and still contested. Toward
morning orders for ‘F’ Co. to push on to the objective at 6:00 A.M. (dark) at 0500 changed attack
time to 0800. At 0600 called in and it should have started then—get attack going soon as
possible! “One final word—don’t fail to get all the high ground—don’t stop short!” Not a shot
was fired. Presently a few prisoners, about eight, came by with an ‘F’ Co. guard. There were few
Germans ahead—according to the prisoners.
Capt. Tye (‘F’ Co.) reported his success getting the high ground right in front of
Brachelen. Prisoners say no one left in town (a big lie!) and we could easily take it by having ‘G’
Co. swing around his right flank and sweep the town!!! I listened to this over the radio and didn’t
fancy having my goose cooked at Capt. Tye’s suggestion. Fortunately, Thomte said “No, we had
completed our mission”. All day we waited. Toward evening I got orders to go to Bn hqs. in

Lindern. It was a nervous proposition for plenty of fire came into that town. A jeep loaded with
food and men had been speeding along the Lindern-Linnich road and hit a mine with several
injured. (I had to send a squad to Lindern to guard the Bn C.P. Sgt. Burik was injured and
Paulson was killed).
Mission was still to hold our place. Peace! It’s wonderful! But over the radio they kept
talking of “lost packages”. I didn’t get it. The evening of the 3rd I was called to Lindern. Two of
Tye’s platoons had never been heard from after they had moved out towards the last high ground
in front of Brachelen the day before. We would have to send out patrols. I went back to the
company and told the officers. Again I went back to Lindern about 7 P.M. and a couple soldiers
from the lost platoons had returned to tell their story.
They had gone too far and when day broke they were O.K. in their holes but it was too
hot to move about. That night they were afraid to go back and people in the rear were hesitant to
go forward. Radios were out. Daytime caught them again. Gerrys came with tanks at dusk on the
2nd day and these two men had just escaped and sat there in the cellar telling their tale. They
looked as if they had been in another world. All night some kept returning. ‘F’ Co. had lost a
platoon on the 22nd of
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November and these two brought their strength down to thirty-two. After the two men
were given a “K” ration and a chance to get warm they had to go back out to their company area!
Another day of rest—we loved it. Some went around picking up off the battlefield. I got a
carbine that I carried through most of the rest of the war. We got radios, machine guns and all
weapons. Toward evening orders to come to Lindern. My company would have to move forward
and relieve a Bn of the 334th. I walked back to tell the news. I was mad at the enemy for the first
time. How, with their might, they had brought this on the world—they just had to be trounced!
Also, I was convinced that any soldier would get his reward in the next world. Quite a few of my
men were reading their Bibles regularly.
I went to Geronsweiler for final instructions. Some of my men took off for the aid
stations. The rest of us referred to them as rats and other uncomplimentary terms. In Geronsweiler
it was Capt. Johnson’s Bn. again. He had gotten a box of cigars for Xmas. He gave me one and it
tasted so good! We coordinated fire plans and made arrangements for about a 4 A.M. relief.
Back to the dugout. I tried to get some sleep. During the early morning hours a bearded
faced Lt. called into the dugout “Is Capt. Felton here?” “Yes.” “I’m Lt. Palmer!”—A man from
the plush days when we were both back in Camp Robinson as new second Lieutenants! What a
coincidence! What a contrast! He had just about lost a platoon in some rough fighting a few days
previous but I always had thought of him at home in a cocktail lounge or officers club. Now he
had one of the companies I was to relieve.
We moved forward without incident and put the men in positions. Rines and I were
checking positions just at dawn when the Gerrys sent a barrage on us coming in from three
directions at the same time! I think we all liked this place. I had to walk the two or three miles
back to Geronsweiler every night or afternoon but things were peaceful. We ate ‘K” rations
brought up at night. One evening a patrol from Co. ‘E’ led by Lt. Faklis went past going on out to
the front. I told him it was “Hotter than hell” farther on. He said he knew it but had to go. He and
another E.M. were killed but the rest got back. The weather was nice a good bit of the time. We
could even scrounge around with little danger. Back by some old German dugouts another fellow

named Stier and myself pulled out of being buried in the mud about a five lb. can of white stuff.
He was of German descent and knew it was goose grease. It was a most fortunate find for with a
tent rope as a wick we had a light in our dugout all the time
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and candles were getting scarce. During the day we watched our observation planes overhead and
looked out across the Roer Valley to the hills beyond. During the night we could watch the
bombardment of Lindern. Almost with regret we heard we were to be relieved about 9 P.M. the
night of the ninth of December.
We pulled out without incident but our hearts went out for ‘E’ and ‘F’ Companies, on
whose area plenty of shells were falling. My company’s strength was down to about sixty. I think
only three men were left of the original 3rd platoon. Everyone had bad feet. We marched four
miles to Geronsweiler and waited for trucks. I rode in the back-end of one and talked with Kandel
and Borque. By mistake Borque had walked almost into the enemy lines one night. (Later he was
killed.) We unloaded at our billet area about 4 A.M. at Frelenberg. We had but three houses and
some of my men who had been in the rear were already there and sound asleep. Instead of having
gathered straw and cleaned up, they had picked out the best places to sleep. When I found out
about it I kicked them out and we turned in as quickly as we could. Bn. said breakfast would be at
0800 so that we could get started cleaning up! It was nice to get back but there was a lot do to!
Something going on all the time. There were shows and showers for the men. I had official
correspondence to get out. Lt. Pontocervo from ‘K’ Co. joined ‘G’ Co. We instigated
reclassification proceedings against the platoon leader of the Bn. anti-tank platoon. We had lived
about nine days on “K” rations and when we switched to regular food we nearly all had violent
cases of diarrhea. The first night there was a party for Bn. officers. Many were the faces that were
not present. I sat next to Maj. Thomte and Col. Pedley. We had scotch but no one felt much like
drinking. Everyone tried to tell something funny that had happened. After we ate Col. Pedley
made a speech about how things were never as bad as they seemed and not to give anything but
accurate reports. No magnifying of disastrous consequences.
The next day it was a trip to Lindern. We were going up to relieve the 3rd Bn. We moved
up that night to Geronsweiler and marched to Lindern and I relieved Co. ‘K’. It was not so bad—
a deep cellar for a C.P. An argument with ‘H’ Co. over use of a house. (This was the beginning of
many arguments with this company that lasted throughout the war.) It was never safe in this town
and always dangerous to move out from the cellar. Weather was overcast, cold and rainy. A
couple times previously Germans had counterattacked the town. Lt. Sloan had a couple men go to
sleep at their foxhole and I was going to have them court marshaled and spent a good while
writing up the charges but never put them through. Toward the end of the second day Sgt. Starks
and I were sight seeing and climbed up in the loft of a barn. We could see Germans digging a
trench about 500 yds. away. As we watched we picked one up at an observation post about 400
yds. off. He would look at Lindern through his glasses –
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put them down and pick up a field telephone. (Same thing we were doing on them.) Having been
in combat all this time it was the first that I had actually seen the enemy except as P.W.s. They
were not shooting at us and the chances of hitting a person in a hole are so slight we let things go
peacefully except for one off by himself at another place which we tried to hit with a 60 MM.
mortar.

The British offensive to our left had stopped. We were all waiting for the ground to
freeze so tanks could operate. Two days in Lindern—two days back at the same place at
Frelenberg. I had to go to a meeting for all the company comdrs. at the Div. “War Room” back at
the RR. station in Palenberg. Here General Church, our Asst. Div. Comdr., had a new method for
taking pillboxes. It was strange to see all the officers again. Many faces were not present. A big
map of the whole front with each Division’s zone was in one of the rooms. Figures of killed,
casualties and P.W.s for each unit down to a company were posted on a big board. I was not
proud of Co. ‘G’s record. Gen. Church’s idea was to use only a couple of squads with a lot of fire
power and artillery. We had a couple pillboxes to practice on. For some reason my company was
the first for our regiment. Everyone had to go through it. It was good for it was the first time we
had ever worked with tanks. One afternoon we went through with the Generals compliments.
Then we came back to Frelenberg. Back to Lindern. It was more quiet. Back to Frelenberg. A big
fight developed on trench foot. The General wanted to fine every company comdr. $100.00 for
trench foot in his company. They gave questionnaires to the ones who went to the hospitals.
These fellows had given careless answers so we Co. comdrs. in the Bn had to go back into
Holland, get statements that were true, but refuted the answers given in the questionnaires. There
were always a lot of reports and statements to get out. Until now I had about five men with self
inflicted wounds—none of which were proven to be intentional, but I’m sure about four were. We
practiced throwing hand grenades and shooting rifle grenades. These things that had been so
fearful in the States hardly made us duck now. From high ground we could see the smoke and fire
from the assault on Wurm—our objective almost a month earlier. This time they took it with
hardly a loss.
Then on the night of the l9th we went to Beek. We got off trucks at Prummern. We could
look back on the pillboxes and the road cut. Years ago it had all happened. Weird commands
came down over the radio to be very, very much on the alert. The Bulge Battle had started but we
knew nothing of it. The next evening we mysteriously went back to billet in Prummern. We were
going down south but no one knew why. (Also on the l9th of Dec.(?) the company was formed by
a section of Dragon Teeth (Siegfield Line) that ran in the rear of Frelenberg and a few of us
including T/Sgt. Gouveia and myself were awarded Combat Infantrymen’s Badges.)
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(I had a tooth filled by Capt. Biemuller on a hand operated machine at Frelenberg.)
Perhaps a rest? All night we were busy. Duffel bags came from the rear. Because we had the
baggage of the dead and hospitalized and replacements there were more than could be hauled. Bn.
and Regt. officers cursed and said the bags were full of loot and would have to be shaken down.
Before daylight we marched out of town on the same road that I had marched in on about a month
earlier—but it honestly seemed like years. A good thing it was densely foggy for the trucks were
late and we were all bunched up.
The trucks arrived and a Capt. Goshorn from Regt. spoke to me briefly. “What’s up?” I
asked. The “Germans have made a drive though our lines down south and we are going down to
help.” He was an orientation officer so I got in a few choice digs about how Germany was beaten
and folding up! He made the statement that the fate of the war would be decided in this battle. He
was dead right in that but little did he know that the next day he would be wounded and captured.
We moved out—down into Belgium. From the flat muddy country to the rolling farm
land with its villages. Up the road came refugees, with carts, bicycles, all kinds of transportation.
Just like I’d seen in the pictures of the Battle of the Lowlands in 1940. Why didn’t they stand and
fight? I can honestly say none of us were scared by now. About 3 P.M. we pulled up. Civilians
were asked where the Germans were—no one knew. There was a big, big barn and buildings for a

school for orphaned Catholic children. Regimental hgs. and our Bn were to stay here. Up in the
middle of the night for a couple of meetings. We were sleeping with the cows and in a hay mow.
We had to move. The trucks had no gasoline. We had to be about six miles away before daylight!
I gave the trucks gas from one of my jeeps. Others got to move out first. My company had to start
walking about 5 A.M.
All these last weeks the sore on my left toe would not heal. But since I had not had to do
much walking I wore two or 3 socks and an Arctic overshoe and made out O.K.—now we had to
amble down that paved road and my feet were going flatter with every step. After a couple miles
the trucks came and picked us up and we rode on in.
Get comfortable! All my French speakers looked for billets and by noon after a couple
fights with “H” Co.’s greedy ones we were set up fine. Barracks bags came and were unloaded in
a school house in the village. We were going to take up a defensive position but about 7 P.M.
orders came to move across country toward Marche about three miles. Thomte and I could ride
but the Bn started to march about 9 P.M.—It was
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way below freezing on the night of the 22nd. There had been snow too but I don’t remember
exactly when it fell. At the aid station I remember someone was listening to “Berlin Genie” when
I went to get my foot fixed—the first time I had ever heard her. I rode to where the men were in
our jeep and got there about 4 A.M. Almost frozen. Men were still digging in in the frozen
ground in a woods. I and Steir and Uhrich and some others kept warm by taking exercises.
The next day we sent out some motor patrols that got shot up and ‘E’ Co. was sent off on
a wild mission but we were in Division reserve again. The sky was absolutely clear and hundreds
and hundreds of our bombers droned overhead leaving long vapor trails through the sky. In the
afternoon we received orders to set up a defensive position nearby where we would “hold or die”!
We knew little of the situation. Lt. Clark ( Co. ‘H’) and I made the reconnaissance and we had an
impossible frontage of about 2 miles We made our plans, went back to bivouac, ate a hot meal
and went to a meeting in the Bn. hgs.’ “black-out” tent. Maj. Thomte outlined what he knew of
the situation. He wanted us to go over our defensive plans carefully. “It was the first time we had
every been given time to study a situation before being thrown into it. I’m’ glad of it. That’s
all”—just then the phone rang. It was Division hgs. They needed our strongest company to relive
Co. ‘L’, 335th that had gotten shot up that day. Maj. Thomte vigorously protested, but it was
useless. ‘G’ Co. was the strongest company left. I had to go immediately into Marche, find 335
Regt.’s C.P. and make arrangements. Lt. Pontocervo would move my company as far as Marche
in about one hour and wait.
I took off with Corp. Holt in our jeep and it was another cold night. Regt. Hgs. was
difficult to find. Then on out about two miles south to Marloie. Every officer in Co. ‘L’ had been
killed or wounded in an abortive attempt to push southward that day. I would relieve them that
night and with help from the 3rd Armored Div. continue the attack the next morning to help
rescue a Bn that had gotten cut off about five miles to the southwest. The situation was a hot one.
I went back and met the company. I told them the situation and what we had to do about it!
Nothing but despair seemed to be their attitude. The Germans were shelling a crossroads we had
to pass just as we entered town about 400 yds. away and how shells whined in that cold moonlit
air. About midnight we made the relief and just when I was ready to go back to 335th Hgs. they
called and gave the message to wait until morning—look things over in daylight and make plans
then.

I just sat down and went to sleep not realizing the next few hours were to be some of the
most hectic I would ever spend. About 3 A.M. a message came to come to Regt.
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Hqs. A change in plans! A task force of tanks from the 3rd Armd. would make the attack in the
morning and I would follow and mop up but I was assigned (i.e. took orders from) this task force.
They would contact me about the plans in the morning. I was to let one of their tank commanders
know where I could be found. About 6:30 or 7:00 A.M. this Col. York (?) and his men and Maj.
showed up. He started to talk about “my attack”. “Pardon me, but sir, Regt. said you would attack
and we follow.” “There must be a mistake on their part. You are assigned to me, right? We know
we can’t lead with tanks, we tried that yesterday. Infantry will have to clear that area of anti-tank
guns and bazookas and then we will come in and support”. I was sick. The kitchen of that house
was jammed. My officers, tank officers, tank destroyer officers, artillery liaison and mortar
liaison plus radio operators and everyone. It was approaching 8:00 A.M. and Regiment called and
wanted to know if we were moving yet. “No, not yet.” It was a mad house if I ever saw one! The
plan finally wound up that I would send one platoon around on the left and one straight down the
front with a couple bazooka men from the 3rd Armored.

The attack finally started around 9:00 A.M. but right before we left headquarters T/Sgt.
Griffith had come running up and announced Gray and Beck had been killed by an enemy mortar
shell. Starks’ men moved out on a wide line across the sloping, grassy filed and the bullets could
be seen ricocheting off of the frosty, frozen ground. Pontocervo was turned back by running into

a mess of Germans in the woods. Starks
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men went to the point of the hill and started to take a lambasting of a shelling. The two bazooka
men from the 3rd Armd. were hit as they hid behind the little brick building. One was killed, the
other badly injured and no one was ever able to help him. Starks’ radio wouldn’t work. I sent out
Smith and Ricker as messengers. Ricker was killed. This was slaughter. The wounded came back.
An artillery officer started forward in his car. A near hit badly wounded him. It was one of the
most daring stunts I had ever seen—almost foolhardy. With no message, my men returned. The
Col. tried to move his tanks but fire started to fall so he left them behind buildings. Regiment kept
wanting reports of progress but fortunately I took orders form the Col. and his Major Executive
Officer. I did learn a good bit about battling that day, for these two had been at the game all
across France. The Germans could be seen at the nose of the hill by the brick building. We drove
them off with artillery. Slowly the day passed—it was the day before Christmas.
About 5 P.M. orders came down to the Col. to pull out immediately. He thought it meant
me, too, and we were getting ready to tear out of there. Germans were all around us except
straight to the rear we knew. I called Regt. The move was for tanks only. We were to stay. It was
getting cold and dark. One man shot his foot, James Amos, on his way back to his foxhole. We
worried about a counter attack. It was here I first learned how much better you can see through
field glasses at night than you can with the naked eye. We called on mortar fire a couple of times
when things got too suspicious.
That night I think elements of the lost Bn. made their way back. At least we were not
called on to attack again. It was a foolish thing to try to send so small a unit down to Hargimont
to try to cut one of the two main roads that the Germans were using to feed their army at the point
of the Bulge. Christmas was bright and peaceful. A few shells—some sight-seeing. All day you
would see no civilians but at dusk they would pop out of the buildings. About half of the village
of 800 or so had been blown up. I was the only unit left besides a few tank destroyers. Half the
men stayed in the holes and half in buildings and they changed places every couple of hours. A
B-17 was shot down from a way, way up in the air. I commenced to get quite a reputation for
fearlessness as I covered that whole area many times limping along in an overshoe on my left
foot. On the 26th, I think it was, we watched the 2nd armored tank attack Humain—off to the
right a couple of miles. They battled a couple of days for it. Once, just after I had taken my
mortar section down to the RR. station (mysteriously the telegraph apparatus still clicked away)
to set up an outpost, a mortar shell burst in the upstairs room where all of us had been. I had just
left for company hgs. and the
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men had come down to take off overcoats. The enemy must have seen us looking from a window.
I think it was on the afternoon of the 27th that we were notified of relief that night.
Trucks picked us up around 11 P.M. and hauled us to a place where there was one building to be
shared with other companies and the rest had to sleep out on the frozen ground in a woods. There
was straw. It was about a mile west of Hooton. One platoon and company hgs. slept in the
building. Also, several recruits arrived that night. Word reached us that the Germans had been
stopped—but heavy fighting still went on. ‘E’ and ‘F’ were going into a defensive position. We
were to go to reserve in a woods directly behind. It was only about a mile away and just before
dark and in snow the company moved into position. We had to send out patrols, but large axes

and shovels were given and the men worked until 2 A.M. on their dugouts. All were covered with
wood and dirt and it continued to snow. Because of my foot and a lot of paperwork to do, I did
not stay with the men. I think I slept that night at the same building but the next day Kandel found
a small two story house in Hooton where we set up hgs. It was nice but we were busy. Men came
down a squad at a time for haircuts and shaves. Also, everyone had to get typhus shots. Thomte
was in fine spirits. Another plane was shot down from a tremendous height. Some of the men
parachuted into our lines and some into the Germans. One was brought to the hgs. He was sure
happy over his fortune. A buzz bomb fell a mile away. It broke a couple of windows. One fellow
was scratched on the hand—a purple heart! The easy way! A recruit in ‘H’ Co. played with a
hand grenade in a barn one night. Pulled the pin, killed a Sgt. with about fifteen years in the army
and injured others. New Year’s Eve—at midnight all guns were fired. I went up to the company
with every meal. There was one hill that was steep and with the ice and snow we would often
have to try many times to make it. S-2s at Regt. and Bn. figured out a couple crazy patrol
missions for men in my company—one to go about ten miles into enemy territory to see if a
couple villages were occupied! This—over snow which left the telltale tracks. They got in a
couple shots at the enemy and looted a couple of our light tanks that had been destroyed and got
some warm tanker’s clothing.
The night of the 1st we were relieved by the British and over snow and icy roads we
moved out to a wooded assembly area about 5 miles northeast. Sleet was everywhere and part of
the convoy got lost. We pulled in about 1 A.M. Kandel and Steirs had gathered straw—some
hogged too much and others did without. I slept on top of the ground. Next morning a meeting at
Bn. Hgs. I remember I got in on their hot cakes, butter and syrup—we didn’t get these often in
my company for in the rations we never got enough shortening. Just before the meeting, a man
was injured when he
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shot at an unexploded bazooka round to set it off. It exploded and he (I think) lost an arm!
We were told of the situation. The Germans were stopped. We were to drive in from the
north with the 83rd and the 2nd and 3rd Armd. Div. It was tough. But no time to stop now. I got a
new pair of shoes and overshoes and cut the side out where my sore toe was. Back I went to the
company and told them the situation and made the statement that I hadn’t always been outright
with them but I was going to forget my foot now and we were all in this thing together. We were
far enough back that the men built fires. We were to move up by trucks again that evening.
About 4 P.M. the phone strapped to a pine tree rang. It was Maj. Thomte. They had asked
him for an officer and a non-com. to go to the rear on a 14 day leave. Something to do with
recruits coming up. He had submitted my name but they only wanted Lts. He was still sticking to
it. It would give my foot a chance to heal and I deserved a rest. I laughed—so close—and yet so
far away. A little later the phone rang again—I had been chosen! Lt. Forte from ‘F’ Co. would
come over and take my company. I would pick up the non-com. from ‘F’ Co., Sgt. Wedor, and
come to Bn. Hgs. after we made the move by truck. I felt rather funny telling the men, but they
wished me luck. Somehow they had it we were going back to Paris. Over the icy roads and snow
covered ground we went to Erezie. We trucked and hiked a mile or two down the dirt road to the
north. A barren snow field to stay in. No straw. No buildings—and in trying to dig in, shovels and
pick handles were broken. I went to Bn. Hgs. then to ‘F’ Co. then to Regt. Hgs. at Erezie. Regt.
officers offered me a couple of drinks and told me I was going back to the 90th Replacement
Depot to lecture to newcomers from the States on life at the front. I would stay there that night
and we would take off in the morning. The big push was to start in the morning, too. A jeep was
to come from ‘H’ Co. to take us. The driver didn’t know where Regt. Hgs. was and in finding us

about 4 P.M. he had driven 50 miles in the wrong direction. It snowed all day. The machine guns
could be heard to the south and a couple truckloads of Gerry prisoners were driven past. With the
jeep, we took off. Ah, but things were pretty now—snow and evergreens. We went back to
Hooton where I had left a couple pair of trousers that had been mailed to me from a cleaners at
New Brunswick, N.J. next to Camp Kilmer. I had to pull off without them and left them at
Hooton. Then to Division Hgs. for official papers. They were all set up in a mansion. Hell was
being raised because a man that had been turned in as killed was picked up as a straggler by the
M.P.s. An unpardonable mistake. Orders were to go to Division Rear about 15 miles away—this
was Division Forward. We took off, stopping at our barracks to get bags and getting some clothes
on the way. Also bummed a handout from another
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kitchen et up by the side of the road. About 9 P.M. a couple soldiers stopped us in the heavy
blowing snow. We gave the password and asked if they knew if “Checkmate Rear” was nearby.
“Is that you, Capt. Felton?” It was my two company clerks Linn and Rafferty that stayed back to
do the paperwork and we had a nice visit besides getting money and final instructions. We started
out again perhaps about 10 P.M. It was wonderful! We even drove with lights! We were rolling
along thinking how nice it was when Whoooom the whole sky turned red and the jeep bounced
over the RR. tracks that ran by the side of the road. What was it? We moved on down the road a
half mile—a couple British soldiers. We were right. A buzz bomb had fallen behind us a couple
hundred yds. or so and the driver had just jerked the jeep across the interurban tracks that ran by
the side. On to Liege by about midnight. No one stirred except a few soldiers. All we needed was
a building, we had sleeping bags. Finally a friendly soldier from the famous old Ft. Benning’s
infantry regiment, the 29th Inf., invited us to their place. No place to stay there, but come for
breakfast in the morning. They were in the basement of a huge clubhouse that was on the Meuse
River. We went up to the first floor. Bombs had broken all the glass but we made a place by
kicking it aside and all went to bed. Next morning breakfast, a visit, downtown to a bath house,
hair cuts (the shortest I ever had). Bought a couple flashlights and clothes at “officers sales”.
About noon we took off for our destination, St. Trond.
I pulled into 90th Repl. Hgs. about 4 P.M. and reported to the Col. We were to give
lectures starting the next week to the troops on their way to the front. One officer and one E.M.
from each division in the Corps or army had been invited. I had hit the first of about 1,000
officers in our division on this assignment. Until Monday check in here, get your billet and enjoy
yourself! A nice home with very fine people. A chance to learn a little French and about Belgium
and the war. That evening meal was something I shall not forget. The mess was in a fine old
residence. The officers were dressed to kill and were all “smoothies” to a man. The main subject
of discussion was how unfair (for army) to charge $.25 for each meal three times a day when a lot
of people did not eat breakfast. Here we were getting steak. They got the pick of all rations in the
E.T.O. and to compare their life with that of people at the front—and then having the gall to
complain! It was all one could do to hold his tongue!
Next day, Friday, I got some sulfanilamide put on my sore and by Sunday it was all but
cured! All sulfa had been picked up from aid stations at the front. I got an outline on what we
were to talk about. Another officer from 83rd and I buddied around Friday and Saturday.
Saturday night we both walked out of a picture of “Life of Mark Twain.” How silly civilians were
back home!
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Sunday, Sgt. Wedor and I went south about 5 miles to stay for the next two weeks. How
wonderful to sleep in a nice home. Listen to the radio and talk about German occupation. Got to
the picture shows. The man I stayed with had taken English 14 years before in school but he still
remembered well enough for us to carry on conversations on any subject. His wife was the village
midwife and they had a little girl about nine. They were very fine and friendly. A couple times I
went in to St. Trond. Had to walk back the 5 miles through snow once I remember. The buzz
bombs sailed over and they sure made Belgium people mad at the Germans. The man had been in
the Belgium army and a prisoner of Germans until Spring of ‘41. On Saturday night the 13th of
January, I went into Liege and stayed at the “Three Swiss Hotel”. Went to a dance—ate at the
officers mess with a bunch of “big shots”—all kidded “Hi! Railsplitter! When did you get here?”
We were not known yet. Buzz bombs had everyone jittery.
My lectures lasted about 1 & ½ hours and went over with more or less success according
to the crowd. We ate like kings. Dressed up all the time. It was cold and bitter and I kept thinking
of life at the front as the day’s reports of progress came in by radio and “Stars and Stripes”. I
remember a couple of sleek-haired punks that operated the switchboard would carry their helmets
but not wear them for fear of messing up their hair! How I would like to have had them at the
front! Once we started out to hunt the “Boch” that Belgium people had seen. It turned out it had
been the British practicing patrols—one or two in Gerry uniforms. I saw several men and officers
I had not seen for a long time. But all was to end and on the 21st of January about 9 A.M.
(Sunday) a jeep from Corps pulled up and we took off.
About 3 P.M. we pulled into the town where my clerks and the Regt. adjutant were. They
told me the news. “You won’t know the company. They have been through hell! Sgt. Ard, killed.
Brogue, O’Loughlin, Harris, Heimbaugh (seriously wounded and died later), Reiter, Reynolds,
Schmate, Smith, Youce (father of six children under nine years of age) died of wounds. Also the
injured. Also Co. ‘E’ had lost three Company Comdrs. in 3 days (Grantham, Parnell, Diament) on
10, 12 and 14 of January. It had been terrible! Men driven on and on! The division surgeon had
been fired by the General because he called it trench foot and did not ‘pad’ his records as ordered.
Capt. Petrie, the adjutant, told me this and he was a fine fellow and concerned about it all. He was
to be killed later. Maj. Thomte had been most seriously injured and a new man had the Bn.
Things were rough!
We rode on toward the front. The Bn. had had a four day rest and was now going back
into action. What would the men think? How could I justify my easy life as
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compared to theirs. I first met the Bn Comdr.’s driver. He was in fine spirits!! boy, had they had
the fights!! Had they taken the prisoners! Just before dark I met Lt. Col. Norman. He had been G3 of 99th Division that had gotten kicked around in the Bulge fight. We reached the company
bivouac area in a dense evergreen wood about a mile west of Bovigny.
One by one I met the men. Some I didn’t know. They were in high spirits!! Here we were
going into an attack in the morning and they were elated! Butterweick said “Remember how
scared I used to be? I’m not afraid anymore.” Others who had showed cowardice were new
heroes. The thing was this time they had had success. Beaten the Germans. Killed and captured
prisoners. Each wanted me to hear his tale of bravery or success. It was here, too, I got my Xmas
presents. Candy, soap, cigars, wonderful!!

The attack was to begin at 8 A.M. but we had to be in Bovigny at 6 A.M. so the other unit
could get out before daylight. We knew nothing of the situation but some didn’t think it would be
too rough. I laid down in the snow to sleep but—how I hated to roll out the next morning!! We
reached Bovigny late—rushed through breakfast and got on with the assault on time. I laid my
musette bag with socks, shaving equipment, the new flashlights, paper, etc. I was never to see it
again. Most fortunately I carried my good glasses—they had always been kept in that bag.
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It was the 22nd of January and we trudged forward through a good foot of snow. Lt.
Vogel, one of my new platoon leaders, couldn’t hold direction at all. The men had no respect for
him at all. I barked many orders and emphatically urged the men on.
No one particularly wanted to go first. On and on about 2 or 3 miles. Held up by radio for
‘F’ Co. on the right to get even. A deserted enemy prisoner with frozen feet picked up at a farm
house. All of a sudden a man walked into my forward soldiers. Up went his hands. He was an
S.S. Capt. out looking for some men of his. He said about 60 Germans were about a half mile to
our front. We moved a little further and saw a Gerry soldier running from a dugout in the field
back to the woods. The range was close. My soldiers dropped him. More men then in the dugout
fired back. I went forward but could do nothing for there were too many around. I left Sgt. Fisher
with his squad to neutralize the position and moved in with the rest of the company. He killed one
more and captured four or five.
The birds had flown! When we reached the road we passed through a huge Gerry bivouac
area with fires still burning. It had been our objective for the day and we had come 4 miles or so.
But I wandered around and went to Bn Hgs. in a farm house off to the right. Radio was out by

now. Battery dead. We had to move onto the RR. track. Just outside of Beho! Back I went and
started out. ‘F’ Co. had had a few casualties. Some from our own artillery. They were to follow
the road and dig in over about 300 yds. to the right of the underpass. I was to pick it up from there
and go about 300 more. First Bn. 333rd would be on the left. All others were moving slow. I
struck out down through the woods. the creek was an obstacle—many got wet feet before we
succeeded getting a fence post to straddle it. Several hundred yds. to the RR. and getting darker.
The leaders just would not push on fast enough so I took the head of one column and was the first
to the top of the RR. bank.
‘F’ Co.’s men were to the left so I told the man who followed me to go to the right about
30 yds. and stop. We had seen men off down the track but thought they were G.I.s. I went to talk
to ‘F’ Co.’s men and when I turned around—the man had not stopped at 30 yds.—and my whole
company stood double file on the tracks at the top of the embankment. What a target! I rushed
toward the head of the company and just as I got there about 10 machine guns with tracer bullets
cut loose from the direction of Beho! They were all 10 or 20 ft. high! My men went over the bank
on both sides. On ahead lay another cut! I moved those I could forward to it and started spreading
them out. The Lord was with us again. Had the Germans attacked we never would have had a
chance! No communications. Men tired and exhausted! We out posted and stayed mostly in a
thick little woods about the size of an acre on the downhill slope from the cut. The Germans tried
to shell us all night but the shells went on overhead
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and burst harmlessly down in the snow by the creek. It was the coldest night I ever spent. Lucky
they didn’t use mortars for it was impossible to dig in. The next morning we were ordered to be
ready to move by 8 A.M.—either to attack or to go back for a rest. It was for the rest. And tired
and weary soldiers trudged back a couple miles to trucks and back to a village about 15 miles
away for a hot dinner. Wonderful! The next day about 10 A.M. we moved again to a village that
began with the letter “X” (Xhoris) near Harze, Belgium.
We stayed here until the night of the 2nd of February. It was very pleasant. We drilled,
cleaned and studied weapons and trained. Wrote letters and turned in citations. My 1st Sgt. had
been seriously injured and there a new arrival came to take the position. He was 1st Sgt.
Chambers and by far one of the best men I ever knew. Manly, efficient, cheerful, yet matter of
fact and firm. ‘G’ Co. had never had a good 1st Sgt. and here they were to have one of the best
and what a difference for the Company Comdr. My reports in on time and accurate. Formations
on time and soldierly handled.
We sure were cozy. The French speaking Belgium lady baked us pies and cakes. We
listened with the utmost eagerness to the Russian drive towards Berlin. Maybe the war would
end! Perhaps we could live through to the finish! Come on you Russians! We fully expected to go
back to the front somewhere near the area near the Bulge. But at the last we were ordered back to
the Geilenkirchen area. On the night of the 11th, we entrucked. The move was to be super-super
secret. Up through Aachen to Holland. I could only see rubble in Aachen. We went to
Eygelshoven, Holland and got there about 4:30 A.M. My radio operator who was such a fine
fellow slipped and fell under the wheel of a 2 & ½ ton truck when we were pulling into our area
and I never saw him again. Bad back injury. Billeting was a mess at that hour of the morning but
by daylight we were asleep. This was our old area. Don’t go around and see civilians you might
have known. Lay low. No “Railsplitter” patches to show. The snow had melted and it was rainy
and warmer. Here we were issued our “shu-pacs” footgear for cold, wet weather. Also we got
ponchos and other supplies. We had a class on demolitions by the engineers that was good. We

trained some. The men danced with girls at night. Some wrote letters. All got showers for coal
mines were here too. Things were not so bad—but it was soon to end. We were to relieve the
102nd Division around Lindern again. On the 5th or 6th I went forward on reconnaissance. Took
my officers up. I had a new one named Lt. Kloe. The night of the sixth we entrucked and rode as
far as Geilenkirchen. Detrucked and we had about 9 miles to go—out of condition and carrying
bed rolls and all clothes. Fortunately some trucks chanced to be going the same way and we rode
half of the distance to Lindern. There on out about 2 miles
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north to set up a defensive position. The 102nd Division had gone forward all the way to the Roer
while they were holding this ground. The Germans had pulled back. The trenches we had
watched the Germans digging had collapsed in the freezing and thawing. In my company area
there were five pillboxes still in good condition. One was my C.P. for the next three weeks or so.
I lived in it and it was one of the best ‘homes’ I had overseas.
But as we marched across the field to our positions we were all grim because it was the
front again. Shells going out and coming in and the incessant mud. The 102nd had looted the
villages and brought stoves and stove pipe and dug three or five man foxholes so the men were to
live quite comfortably. The men made mistakes and I remember speaking severely to a couple of
them. Also to Lt. Moe for he didn’t let his men know where his dugout was so they could find
him.
The next day ‘F’ Co. under Lt. Forte (Tye had developed kidney trouble in the Bulge)
sent a patrol forward on his own initiative. They never returned but in a couple days we got
propaganda leaflets all over the area “Welcome Back Railsplitters”. They evidently talked and all
our secrecy measures of the last week were for nothing. It was a trifle funny—but Div. and Reg.
Hgs. were boiling mad about it. We got many other leaflets about the same time and we got down
the simple-minded order to pick them up—“not read them” but turn them over to our intelligence
officers at Bn and Regt.!
But it was nice! About the 8th we were to read to every man a proclamation by General
Montgomery of the British. One more big drive would finish Germany! It would begin on
February 10th at 6 A.M. It was called off the night before but at five minutes before 6 A.M. that
morning the Germans blew the dams and flooded the Roer River. This gave us about ten days rest
but the poor Canadians up to our left started and had things rough.
We were in Corps. reserve and would be a later unit to cross the Roer. Things didn’t
change. It was comparatively safe and we walked around openly in the daylight. It had ceased to
freeze. The days were getting longer and warmer. Even took sunbathes and trees commenced to
bud. One foggy day one of our planes dropped two 500 lb. bombs about 300 yds. from where a
lot of us were and that tingled our spines! Every night the Germans all over the Cologne plain
across from us set off the darndest fireworks. We watched our bombers fly over and an
occasional plane was hit. We ate a hot meal nights and mornings and had a cold lunch. Someone
looked up on the records and it was time for the men to have their sex lectures and the articles of
war read to them. No girls within miles but they had their lectures! Morale was pretty
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good. I had received a couple boxes of cigars from the states and an armband from Mary. Hair
was cut, some were hauled back to Holland for showers and letter writing depended only on

getting your hands on paper. I think it was here that I was awarded the Bronze Star by Col.
Norman. Co. Hgs. was in a pillbox just to the left of the road running between Brachelen and
Randerath and about equidistant between. There were casualties and accidents. One fellow
“chunked” his jeep with an Italian type mine. Another time soldiers started chasing chickens
through a minefield—many were seriously hurt. Accidental shootings caused an order to come
down that all captured pistols had to be turned in and kept under lock and key. Officers were
rated.
Sometime on the morning of the 23rd of February the crossing of the Roer would take
place about 2 miles to our right. For the time we were safe. I never got up to watch the
preparation barrage but it was a dandy. The next day, though, was warm and clear. We watched
through glasses and gathered what we could from reports. The next day they took Baal—right
across from us and I remember well the air strike of the P-47s on the town. The strafing and
bombing turned the little town into a mass of flying debris in a hurry. The next day, the 25th, we
left the pillbox and went into Brachelen to billet about noon. I say my first German jet plane pull
away from a group of our fighters as if they were standing still!
Ever since early in January, I had been counting the days until the 1st of March. I figured
the worst of the cold was behind me anyhow! Now I commenced to think 1 March would
probably be the day we would get engaged. Fellow officers in the company picked it up and we
all attached a lot of significance to it. I also want to say that on about the 12th of Feb., a very fine
officer—Lt. Ramos from Sunnyvale, California, joined my company and took over the weapons
platoon.
I browsed around Brachelen. They were bringing back truckloads of prisoners -a sad
looking lot. I talked to a Jewish interrogator—he was all smiles—I asked if he “thought the war
would soon be over”. “Yes, don’t you?” An M.P. gave me a 3 Mark coin that I carried as a good
luck piece until I lost it in July ‘46. It was a rather rare coin even in Germany.
The 26h was warm and mild and spring was surely in the air. We were to cross the Roer
by marching about 5 P.M. There would be no going back except by ambulance, or graves
registration or in Victory! The company was now a mixture of veterans and replacements but they
sang in high spirits, “Marching to Berlin”. A couple miles further and, as it started to get dark, the
artillery started to come in. We moved into a single file. I remember walking the entire length of
my company and not a word
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was being spoken let alone any singing. Just at dark we pulled into Baal and found crowded
billets while the shells split the air overhead. (We were in a little valley.)
The next morning Col. Norman was fit to be tied! He was not mad at me but just at
everything in particular. It was only the first spell I had seen him in. We got orders to move about
11 A.M. Up through the country our guns had been shooting at from across the Roer. Past a
couple villages and as we pulled into Metzerat—what? German civilians! A couple hundred had
been herded into some large building. We were told to find billets. A few dead German soldiers
lay around but there was also the regular village life. Food still was on the table. Chickens, geese,
cows, horses.... catch chickens, snoop everywhere. Maj. Douglas ordered them to behave
themselves. Many prisoners came back from the front. It was from here that morning that “Task
Force Church” had taken off for the Rhine about 18 miles away! They can’t stop us now! It was
reported he had gone through Munchen-Gladbach and was greeted with hundreds of white flags.

Now the Germans can’t use gas except on their own people! Ramos, Starks and I looked around.
We ran into the bloody equipment of some G.I.s. This hadn’t been taken without a price. But by
the trenches and dugouts we could tell lots of Gerry soldiers had been here. Dinner about 4 P.M.
with Bn officers. Orders to move to Holturn. We started out for another 4 miles or so. A village of
300 or so. We pulled in at dark. Hadn’t been scratched by war. All civilians had to be rounded up
into one building. We put them into the church and the schoolhouse—all were elderly or kids. My
interpreters, Stier, Stout and Cobb were not too hot. I went to Bn Col. Norman who was still
raging—how he raved at Capt. Duncan because Duncan hadn’t chosen the best house for the Bn.
It was a nice house. The chandelier in the room was a little low. Sgt. Battle just reached up and
cut it down and threw it aside. Checking on the outpost until late and then to bed.
The next morning we boarded trucks and went on up the road to a small place called
Leho. It had been wonderful the progress and the knocked out enemy material we passed. Now
we were just behind the front. Machine guns of both sides not a half mile ahead. We searched out
a wooded area. Snooped around—looking and looting. I went off for forty minutes or so and
when I came back all was in a dither. Attack orders were down. We were to attack as soon as
possible about a mile away. I was short a platoon and had been for a couple of weeks as it
furnished additional guards for the Division C.P. but Col. Norman gave me the heavy load. I was
to take three villages that had held up the attack all day—Berg, Eicken and Naphausen. We went
forward to look over the situation. Stray bullets cracked through the air. It was all confusing. The
company came forward—no time to say much to them. Do your best—good luck to you all.
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We moved forward in a column of twos. (Map on page 169 of history.) Passed model
village to the crossroads just north. Men loaded on tanks were ready assault Berg. Over the
radio—STOP—Hold Everything! (Berg had lain just on the boundary between us and the 334th
and just before our company was to jump, the 334th did and captured it and Eicken. It is a feature
story in the history and their companies received citations for this action.) Good! Now only
Naphausen to our right front about 300 yds. We were looking it over and making plans when
tanks and infantry burst out from the brush and hedges toward St. Josepheim. They moved
forward and took the town without much trouble but we all got shot at a few times (we moved up
also). Also, where the company had stopped back along the road—off in the fields they started
finding Germans in foxholes. The place had never been searched and we took about ten
prisoners—some of them mean hombres. Dig in for the night.
It was a night I’ll never forget. We knew we led the drive in the morning. My troops
covered a wide area. I walked back to Bn C.P. at model village. Over to contact platoon leader of
771st tank Bn.—fine fellow but jittery. They had just lost three officers—killed in the last three
days. Lt. Starks and I checked the men and positions and made plans for the next day which of all
days was March 1st.
It was a cool cloudy morning as the tanks moved up to the forward edge of Naphausen—
attack to begin at 6:20 (I believe). They made a mistake and fired into a woods where some G.I.s
were. I yelled myself horse getting them to stop, but none of our men were hurt. Across open
fields a mile to Mackenstein. A couple of unmanned 88 anti-tank guns had been sighted. Tracers
set fire to a few barns and buildings. A few civilians were accidentally killed but no soldiers
fought back. ‘F’ Co. was on the left and met no opposition in Waldnieler Strasse. We waited—an
hour later under a hail of our own fire we moved into Bush. Midway in the village eight or ten
prisoners. Toward the end—more prisoners. Someone said over the radio: “Watch out—G.I.s
Ahead—Hold Fire!” I was up in front and it dawned on me as it did others—G.I.s -hell! German
paratroopers! Retreating and firing as they went. We fired back but they made it to the cover of

the large apartment building of Dulken. A couple more of the meanest prisoners I ever saw were
taken out of the last building in Bush. Bullets from some sniper off to the right cracked about us.
(We never did locate him but he didn’t hit anyone.) Elninsky, White and Hostetter started out for
Dulken. Elninsky was killed—the other two made it back.
We had orders to wait here while Division sent up a loudspeaker and Dulken, a town of
perhaps 8,000, would be asked to surrender or threatened to be destroyed with
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artillery. Everyone from Reg. Hgs. seemed to gather where we were at the edge of Bush looking
into Dulken. The loudspeaker came. The psychological warfare man and I decided half an hour
was long enough although we had received instructions for an hour. Just then Lt. Rettig, artillery
forward observer, came running over from another house. He had spotted a group of Germans
around an anti-tank gun and wanted us to hold the loudspeaker until he fired on them. No, we
would go ahead but I went to look. Sure enough, about eight rugged looking soldiers were
wheeling the gun into position -then the speaker “Achtung! Achtung!
“. The Germans looked
and listened and wheeled the gun in our direction—fired a shot—it went over our heads, but it
was pretty scary to have someone shoot at you while you are looking at them. They picked up
their gun and pulled it back down the road.
The civilians came pouring out under the threat of demolishment. We told them nineteen
artillery Bns. were ready to fire on the town and it had been pounded hard all night anyhow. The
civilians had to be stopped. We wanted soldiers. More civilians would be shot if they came. Only
a handful of soldiers came and some were fired on by their own troops. It started to rain.

Col. Pedley found we had given them one half hour when instructions had been one hour
and he was raving mad. We extended the time. Some German paratroopers stood around the
apartment buildings. We waved to them to surrender. They waved for us to come in after them.
As the deadline approached my men took cover to keep down from this awful artillery
barrage. But it was decided it would be a waste of artillery to throw that much
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at so few soldiers -- reportedly around 100 or so -- so they threw in about 12 rounds and that was
all. Col. Pedley was onto me why the attack didn't start instantly. I had to get my men out and
organized. One platoon loaded tanks to go straight down the road. Another would fire and march
across the fields to the apartments. (A few enemy shells keep coming in). First the tanks would
throw some shells into the apartments. They stopped as they were doing it and Pedley screamed
at me "What are they stopping here for? Why don't they keep moving? You can't fight by
stopping all the time!" I know I was mad but Lt. Ramos swears I just went on with what I was
doing and said "Out of my way, Colonel."
The attack moved on. The men got across the field O.K. but they all bunched up along
the side of an apartment building and then no one could get around the corner for there was no
firing to make the Gerrys keep their heads down. Radios were out because of the rain. It looked as
if Starks was doing all right with the help of the tanks. I and two radio operators, Lester and Fino,
started across the field to the apartments. Bullets from a machine gun cracked all around. Fino
and Lester both yelled, "I'm hit!" Oh! What to do now? I fired my carbine at the buildings and got
some of 'E' Company's men to do so too. I tore back to the nearest house. As I ran, bent over, I
saw a bullet chip the bricks about six inches over my head. Fino had been shot through the arm
and Lester was hit on his shoulder. Both got back O.K.
Col. Pedley was still there. "My God! Are you still here?!" "I'm going but I was almost
killed, sir!" Off we went again straight down the road to Starks. All was quiet -- past a couple of
bloody Germans lying in a gutter (they were feigning dead). The platoon on the right was still
stuck but 'E' Company was coming up to help. Starks and the tanks had stopped because an antitank gun had pulled in the center of upturned steel beams making a road block. No Gerrys could
be seen around. Well, we have to move! "Do you have a cable?" I asked a tanker. "Yes."
Brownlow, a bonafide hero of 'G' Co., and I carried it forward and, scared to death, hooked it onto
the gun. The tank jerked back and the cable unhooked. We hooked it on again. This time it was a
success and the tanks were able to go through. Big shells were coming in just to our left rear and
wounded and killed several of 'F' Co. Firing at every suspicious thing, we started moving through
the town.
Lt. Col. Norman then came up and said, "Good damn Felton you aren't going fast enough.
Put the tank destroyers in front of the tanks." He showed me, too, where I was to go -- up beyond
Shirick and dig in. We moved on. Norman said something then that was to become a catch phrase
for 'G' Company for a long time afterwards. "Felton, your men aren't fighting -- they're looting!"
As the men were going in and out of the
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stores and shops. We moved on. As we pulled out of the town down to the left we saw about a
platoon of Gerrys but before we could point them out to the tanks they were gone. One man who
looked like a soldier ran across the field. We yelled "Halt!" -- he ran faster. Someone dropped
him with a bad wound through the hips -- he had been just a scared civilian. On to Shirick without
incident. Only a few of us were there. The platoon that had gone in on the right of the town went
to apartments we knew nothing about. Radio was out except for Lt. Rettig's artillery radio. We
moved into a beer tavern and a grocery store across the street.
Troops kept filing on in. the right platoon had had it rough. Reynolds died of wounds,
Bovarnick seriously injured, Stout killed, Atchley killed. Others were injured. It was about 2 P.M.

We were wet and exhausted. That surely would be all for the day! We must have come five miles.
It seemed so long ago -- that morning!
Ahead of us lay a big wooded (wooded on top only) hill. Two thirds of the way to the top
you could see trenches and barbed wire. A civilian said there was an ammunition dump on the
top. Yes, German soldiers were there he said. We had even caught a glimpse of one or two in the
woods 700 or 800 yds. away. Civilians kept filing out of the woods and coming toward Dulken (a
sure sign they feared a battle) but it was off to our right. Rettig and I made a couple trips to the
furthermost house and looked though glasses. It looked rugged. Big shells (we thought from a self
propelled gun ) kept coming in. One hit a nearby tree. One hit the house and slightly wounded a
couple of Rettig's men. It was getting hotter. One hit the house and falling bricks injured Stiers'
back. I never saw him again.
Bn Hgs. and Lt. Col. Norman called a meeting. We had to move on!!!! Take that hill and
move into Suchteln!! I wagged my head. My men are about done -- hadn't we already made one
of the biggest drives ever? "Felton, you lead off straight ahead. 'F Co. will be on the left." The
tank leader commenced to stall, he was losing his nerve. No ammunition. "We will give you
ammunition. We have to have tanks!" No gas. "We'll give you gas!" Radios won't work -- we
were stuck -- no, another tank platoon was available and they would come. Lt. Col. Norman said
"We will smoke the hill with white phosphorous smoke." Good, but the mortars were so far back
they couldn't reach the top. I wanted artillery but they were not in position to fire. A Bn.. of men
from the 335th came down from Dulken. "We have orders to move on Suchteln" their leader said.
Lt. Col. Norman said "We have orders to take this hill -you stay back." "Move out 'G' company!"
"But Col. -- the smoke or the artillery?" I asked. "God dammit, Felton, you move out or I will
sent 'E' Company. They are not afraid to go!" "Move out!" I said. Firing as we went, we moved
up the hill. The
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tanks came and caught up with us. Holy Smokes! The trench we had seen was an antitank ditch
and it had been blown across the road and it was impossible to get across the road. More shells
came in. Close and big stuff, too! The tanker asked me if he couldn't go back -- sure no use
staying here. It looked like we were in for it -- out in the open -- no supporting fire. The leading
men pushed on to the edge of the woods. "An 88 gun just ahead" they sent back over the radio.
What to do? Lt. Rettig and I both pushed on toward the woods -- sure enough concrete
ammunition dumps in the woods. Lt. Col. Norman came up "Move out! Move on!" "Yes sir!" For
some reason enemy fire stopped and, as it was getting quite dark, we moved on to a crossroads
about 600 yds. further and stopped. "Hold it here." 'F' Co. on the left had lost their bearings and
were out of contact with the radio. We searched a couple farm houses. No soldiers. After waiting
a couple hours we got orders to move into Sutchteln through the woods and hit it from off to one
side. Because I had the compass and map, I would lead. It was pitch dark!
Another one of the mysteries of the war! We walked silently through the woods.
Trenches and fortifications all through the place. Some we could hardly cross. Our hearts in our
mouths, we moved in single file closer and closer. One house, two houses, three houses. We
surrounded and knocked -- "Offen! Amerikanish Soldaten!" A housefull of friendly people.
Soldiers had left three hours ago. They were people just like we all knew back home. We tried to
carry on a conversation but my interpreters were. not too good.
Send out a patrol through the woods to the far side of the hill. Starks' platoon went. All
clear was the report. The rest of the Bn. marched into town about midnight. 'G' Co. dig in out on
the far side of the hill. Stay on the alert. Don't let down! Cold and almost snowing I went almost

to the far side -- let half of the men sleep in a house, half in their holes. They fell asleep while
digging foxholes. Off in the distance the flashing lights and bursting artillery. I knew it was the
Canadians working toward us. About 3 A.M.. our kitchen brought hot food. I remember running
into our first Russian -- a wild young fellow. "Ich Russki" he said as he talked to Cobb, my
interpreter. 'E' Co. and 'F Co. and part of mine set ourselves up to billet in hospital buildings. It
was a series of five buildings -- a tuberculosis sanitarium, I think. I slept on a hospital cot starting
about 4 A.M.
I was up in 2 or 3 hours. Meeting at Bn. -- a long harangue by Norman. He had ridden up
and seen I had not gone as far on the hill as ordered -- if I had, we would have needed no foxholes
as the Germans had an elaborate trench system there. Starks and I walked around. Four German
Soldiers with brand new pistols surrendered to the
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men. From the hill we could see dozens and dozens of beautiful red villages with their church
spires. "Why had Hitler, with all this, wanted war?" About noon, a rush call to Bn. First it was
just orders to move out of the hospital because German civilians had complained we were using
the Red Cross for protection. Norman raged. Then orders to move on in and hour. No time to eat!
Got to move! Long winded instructions. I remember he took 45 minutes of the hour telling us.
We had 15 minutes to pass the information on to the men and get them started. I took time to
issues some "K" rations. Favorite 'E' Co. didn't even do that.
Great hurry and flurry -- We reached the starting point, marched a couple hundred yards
and stopped for half an hour! This foolishness was getting everyone down, but the men were
indifferent. We were following another attacking unit so, when the men stopped marching, we
amused ourselves by all rushing to the nearest building for protection from the cold wind. There
wasn't room for all and the late ones had to stand in the wind.
Slowly we marched. As we entered OEDT a cheer went up in the column -- the 102nd
Div. had reached the Rhine, found a bridge intact and were pouring across (all false). Slower and
slower. We could hear the firing. A snow squall came along that was blinding -- then clear and
cold. Kempen was under siege but not with much success. That country was the flattest I had ever
seen. We moved south of Kempen. 'G' Co. was to go to a point down the road a mile or so and
remain in farm buildings ready to fight but no particular mission. Distantly fired enemy machine
guns raked our road. Forns was hit in the leg. We reached our two farm settlements just at dark.
An enemy soldier scampered out of the back -- Karas dropped him.
It was a great big German farm. House, barn, stable -- all in one big brick square
courtyard. My old 'L' Co. was trying to push out from here to a crossroads on ahead but the land
was flat. The men couldn't make it across the machine gun swept land. Col. Barrett was nervous
and worn. The company was not recognizable as the first company I had had back at Camp
Clairbourne, LA. Co. 'E' was trying to make the road, too. How I felt for those men! Cold -pinned down on that flat ground -nothing to eat. I was very afraid I would also have to drive for
the road but I didn't. No food came up. The kitchen couldn't find us. They had cooked a meal and
then had to dump it out. I dropped in at Bn. hgs. about 4 A.M. Norman was raging like a maniac - at Maj. Douglas -- at everyone. Never had I seen a man in such a display of temper. Finally the
Germans fled and the men had reached the road about 3 A.M.
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The next morning, 3rd of March, just as breakfast arrived we got orders to "mop up" in
Kempen -- other troops had passed through about 5 A.M. I marched to the point where I was to
meet 'F' Co. and while waiting I started to feed the company. Norman came up still raging. "God
dammit -- break this up. Felton, if you don't move your company out I'll sent 'E' Co. -- after what
they have been through last night. At least, they will do what I tell them!" The chow line stopped
and the men had to move out towards town. We moved about 300 yards and waited 30 minutes
for 'F' Co.!!!
Firing as we went, we moved on Kempen. Search well! But no time was given. we raced
through the town, picked up a few prisoners who had deserted the German army -- a dozen
perhaps. We smashed in all locked doors. The Burgermeister pleaded with me to stop. "Have the
doors unlocked!" I ordered. He sent kids running to announce it but many doors were already
gone. The town had been a beautiful place 24 hours earlier but the artillery pounding had about
wrecked it anyhow. (Kempen must have been about 4,000 population.)
Orders came over the radio to assemble the company at a point. Hurry! The trucks would
soon be there! I got there and no trucks so I had the men that hadn't eaten go through the chow
line (the jeep with food had followed us into town). Norman arrived, "God damn! But you are
determined to feed these men." Trucks arrived in half an hour and we took off for Huls. We went
past one of the tanks that had been with us at Dulken. Knocked out and over in the ditch. In Huls,
Gerry machine guns sputtered from the north. We swept the town toward them. At the edge, we
ran into another anti-tank ditch. Order to halt so we stopped at a beer hall. We took another dozen
half-hearted prisoners. All the men started snooping. (Someone found out later that the bank was
robbed.) The Germans here surely hadn't expected us and things were rather in a natural state.
"Pull back to the center of town -- find billets -- make yourself comfortable." It rained. Big guns,
tanks, vehicles -- all rolled past toward the front and wounded came back. Things were tough off
to the left but it was in the fifth armored zone and not ours
.
We set up in a hotel. Soldiers were soon finding things to drink. I talked to a German lady
with two small boys -- husband killed in the war. Another pretty blonde girl -- daughter of the
people that owned the hotel -- played a piano and cried over the wreckage. How far to Berlin?
700 kilometers? (400 miles) -- surely not. But it was. Then men found a storehouse of German
army stuff and all got a brand new blanket. From now on we wouldn't freeze! Next day more rain.
About 2 P.M. pull out. March to Krefeld about 4 miles. No fighting.
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We pulled toward town. Big factories and breweries. Then into the city. Nothing but a
shell. Every building for blocks destroyed. Block after block. We didn't know a bombing would
do this. Isn't it terrible -- ever see anything like it? On through town. Out to the edge in a
fashionable district -- here is where we billet. Buck, who had been sent ahead said, "Wait 'till you
see your billets!" A fire brick home. Luxurious. Thick rugs, library, electric lights. Fine radio
with loud speaker upstairs. Bathroom with indirect lighting -- electricity worked in the first place
we had been in for months. We were astounded! This isn't war -- it's paradise! The Germans
stayed in the cellar. The rest of the company was almost as well off. Meeting at Bn. Tremendous
guard detail. No other American unit to billet in our area! Guards to keep them out.
The next day orders to shake down every part of every building for men or weapons. We
started out. I pulled up to an old man and started to speak a word or so in German. He said, "Talk
to me in English. I understand perfectly!" He had lived in New York. "Krefeld (200,000 pop.) had
been raided by bombers three times but it had all been burned out in about 20 minutes one night

in June '43. Thousands killed -- but this is nothing. Wait until you get across the Rhine. The Nazis
had all fled across the Rhine. Of course, there are a few here but you can't tell them. We Germans
don't even know who they are. They will never give up. I want to help the Americans but the
won't let me."
Here was the introduction of one of the worst things I ever saw in the war. We held half
the town and the 102nd Div. the other half. We both had orders to let out civilians 1 hour a day.
They followed one directive saying 9 A.M. to 10 A.M. we followed another -- 11 A. M. to noon.
For safety and shelter, all Germans that could lived in half a dozen big air-raid shelters that held
hundreds of people. Our authorities said they were unhealthy and ordered them vacated at once.
Two divisions of troops had commandeered the better billets. Neither division's commander
would yield on the hours nor would they cooperate with the military government. Germans were
not allowed bicycles so they were taken from them and smashed. "Sie kanst nicht an die Fahrad
gehen" was the first German sentence I learned. (You cannot on your bicycle ride.") Drunken
soldiers spread terrors and a military abbreviation M.L.R. (Main Line of Resistance) became
known as Murder, Loot and Rape.
'F' Co.'s drunken soldiers shot a civilian the first night. Bn. hgs. tried to cover it up but
Division Inspector General started an investigation. Gen. Bolling ordered immediate court martial
that wound up with lifetime sentences for some but later it was kicked out for he hadn't allowed
the necessary five days (Army law) and I don't know
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how it ended. One man, an engineer from Bn., raped and murdered three or four one night. He
was caught -- life imprisonment I think.
We searched those German homes from two to a dozen times. That is what helped start
the looting. They were getting desperate. No food, no money, sickness and death. Cobb and I
helped carry (in a jeep) a lady around who aided the sick and injured. Only nurses and doctors
could travel at other times. I went to military gov't. A Jewish refugee interpreter told me he had
every reason to hate the Germans but he couldn't stomach this and was very disheartened by it all.
Orders were that Americans and Germans couldn't live under the same roof. We moved
out of our fine home and down closer to where the men of the company were staying. Once
Norman raged at me for being too soft on civilians. Capt. Tye (we never got along too well) was
in the room. I got mad "Colonel, I am a soldier. I will not fight and abuse civilians!" Somebody
else entered the room and the subject was not brought up again except in a day or so Norman said
to "forget the incident". My men were behaving better than any of the rest.
On March 9th, we moved forward and the 335th came back for a rest. We left the city
and pulled out to an old village of about forty houses -- Rumeln. Not much destroyed but some
houses had been badly damaged by looting and drunken soldiers of other outfits that had stayed
there.
On about the 10th, Kandel -- a brilliant lad of not yet 21 who could talk several languages
fluently -- came back to the company. I was joyous to see him -- now I had someone who could
talk and understand the civilians! Also, Lt. Schmidt returned. Ponocervo went back on a special
assignment to Corps. Many were our cares and duties. Mostly misbehavior of troops.
Investigations of shootings, rape and robberies. We had radios and listened to the progress of the
fighting all over Germany. We sent a few men back to the States on 30 day furloughs. Lt. Kloe

went to Paris and after he returned, volunteered to lead a patrol across the Rhine. We asked for
and received a "sniper scope" and infrared light that you could see through but no one can see any
light from it. (One of the first to be used in Europe).
I don't know just when the patrol went -- probably about the 23rd. Others had already
crossed but the night before a patrol to our right from the 102nd got shot up and I could hear their
cries for help from Rumeln -- a mile or two away. I went with my men the next night to the
Admiral Sheer Bridge and watched them take off on a partially moonlit river night across to
Duisberg and only a couple hundred yds. From
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the mouth of the famed Roer river. (Lt. Sloan, now of regimental reconnaissance unit, was to be
killed here in a night or two later.) My men made it. But just as they were ready to shove off we
found a couple naked men coming along the under part of the blown bridge. they were survivors
of the patrol of the 102nd the night before. One passed out. The other almost did from shock and
exposure.
We took marches and had some lectures. One afternoon I told the company the
full story as I knew it of our trip from the Roer to Rumeln. I told them of some mistakes they had
made but how well they had also done. I said we would be in it again but the war would end
sometime and we would always be proud of our record. No malarkey -- they were a fine bunch of
men. No other unit had not had men court marshaled for sending loot out though the mails.
Others had raped, looted and misbehaved but these men were making a most enviable reputation
and I was ever so proud of them!
That night Lt. Schmidt, censoring officer, handed me a letter addressed to me from one of
the men in the 2nd platoon. It was not signed, but by comparing handwritings we found out who
sent it. "Back in Dulken, while the 2nd platoon was guarding the Division Command Post,
Sanchez, Bolling and Beeler had raped a girl. Not that this wasn't enough, but they had told all the
men in the truck about it the next day. How they had slapped her face and locked up her mother."
I took it up with Norman and we went to see Reg. Comdr. Lt. Col. Gomez (Pedley had quit when
wereached Krefeld). Did I believe the story was true. "Yes". Well, we will have to find the girl.
The next night I went back, but no luck. Plenty of rape cases but none fit the description. a couple
days later Schmidt and Kandel found the girl and her mother. I had the M.P.s pick up Sanchez,
Beeler and Bolling. The girl and her mother picked them out from a group of 20 soldiers. In a
hurried up trial, they got six months and a fine -- we had to get across the Rhine. Also they made
me a trial judge advocate (Dist. Attorney) of a court to try the numerous people who had tried to
mail home loot. Most of the men had not meant anything wrong -- just wanted to send something
home.Others had actually endeavored to profit by stealing and mailing it home at gov't. expense.
To add to the hardship of the civilians, all who lived within three kilometers of the Rhine
had to move back. Security measures. Artillery, boats and supplies rolled upto the Rhine and
stopped. It would be quiet for hours then they would cut loose with one of the awfullest barrages
you ever heard. We had some casualties. 'F' Co. had about 25 wounded while at a class on the
German panzer foust (1-round bazooka). A fellow got scared and tossed a part of it back over his
shoulder and it exploded and
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wounded all 24 from the back side -- some quite seriously. Corp. Cavender of my company was
killed by a "screaming meemie" (German rocket) just as he stepped from a shower door at a
German coal mine.
The crossing was made up near Wessel. On the night of the 1st of April we loaded and
took off again. Across the swift flowing Rhine about midnight over a bridge built on pontoon
boats to a small place called Klein Recken which had been about 15 miles away. Crowded into
three houses and a barn for billets. Looked around the next day. Kandel taught me German. I
remember "funf and funfzig" for "55". We had been on the alert to help the airborne (82nd) take
Munster if they needed it but we didn't move. Next morning we entrucked. We had colored
drivers and they were good. We moved and waited -- moved and waited. No fighting. Across low
marshy land and a couple of canals we had bridged. Pitch dark and on and on. Passed blacked out
homes and villages -- where were the Germans? Where were the mortars and artillery that had
pounded us last November? (We never captured it -- most of it had gone against the Russians.)
On and on all night across good roads and secondary ones -wherever we could find a bridge or
make one. Boy -- we sure will get to Berlin at this rate! We stopped at Gutersloh in daylight the
next morning. The column was held up. Germans went on about their business. All were
supposed to stay in their houses except for one hour a day but no one enforced it. We were always
curious and snooping. Myself no different than the rest. I so enjoyed having Kandel for he could
read the signs, bulletins, ask questions and I found out a great deal I never would have otherwise.
It was the 4th of April. The column moved slowly. We loaded trucks -stopped -- loaded again.
they had some trouble outside of Bielfeld. We thought we might be thrown in but, just before
dark, they broke through and into Bielfeld. We went past some burning buildings. Progress was
still slow. We moved and stopped. It was cold. the men were jammed on the trucks. I stayed in a
cab. Most of the time we were stopped and I slept. I think the reason we moved so slowly was
because of blown bridges but we were in column and I never got out to do much investigating.
The next morning we moved into Herford -- a town not badly damaged and we entered with no
fight. We talked to some civilians and I remember one old man telling us how they had organized
the Volksturn and wanted him in it and the trouble he had getting out. I was given a nice dagger
but I gave it to Ramos. The men inquired for pistols and souvenirs. We shaved up. Already
military govt. had told the civilians to turn in all weapons, Nazi flags, etc. They came from all
directions with them and the soldiers would stop them and look for choice souvenirs -- if there
were none, they passed on to where they turned it in downtown. By noon we moved on to the
next town, Bad Salzufeln. Shortly after we arrived I was told to be back to Herford where my
company would finish extra guards for the Division Command Post. What a break! Eat good, no
danger, be
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military -- probably last until the end of the war! I reported to our General's Chief of Staff, Col.
Truman (Vice President's nephew). He told me to keep the men on their toes and whom to see
about arrangements. A Maj. walked in with a fine shotgun and wanted to know if Truman wanted
it. These were illegal for the men to send home. Truman said he would see. The Maj. was elated
over how much the Germans were turning in -- best haul they ever made!
We were to billet in a big cigar factory. We broke down the doors to get in. We made
contact with the owner's daughter and she had come down and was showing us where to stay and
what to please not bother. I warned everyone to be obedient and respectful. A big picture of Hitler
hung in the hallway. I told Kandel to tell her she had better take it if they wanted it. Kandel
kidded her but she was careful to take it. Her father had come home and been told his daughter
had gone to the plant with American soldiers. He came down and was all excited. I'm sure he had

expected the worst!! He was a great big man -- bigger than myself. He started issuing orders. He
wanted to give us few cigars. I said we would take the cigars we wanted but we wouldn't rob the
place or destroy anything. He argued. Kandel and I often laughed that later on we would never
have bothered with him at all. We posted our guards. I was soon to learn that my hopes of going
(along for the ride) were soon to be shattered. We would turn this guard duty of to Co. 'K' 333rd
on the next day and Co. 'G' would go back to Bad Salzfeln and join the Bn. Tough break. Back to
Bad Salzfeln about noon and I put the men in fine homes as temporary billets. We would be
moving out that night. Meantime get some rest and sleep.
Back to Bn. Col. Norman was building up to throw another fit. We were crossing the
Weser with the 335th Regt. that day (6th) and as soon as the bridge heads were established, we
would go across and we had a large area to seize. Norman went over this with the most childlike
attack order I think I ever heard. About 8:30 P.M., I was going back to my company when I was
stopped by a couple of G.I. guards. A German lady was frantically pleading with them to come
with her but they couldn't leave their post. I told the jeep driver to go on. I would walk to the
company.
As the lady and I started up the dark street she asked "Politzei?" (police). "Nein,
Offizieren." "Gut". Then she mentioned "Bedrunken Soldaten!" and was very excited. She
pointed to a house with the door cracked open. I walked in and turned to a room on the right. A
soldier and German civilian were standing there by a table. The soldier was running his hand
through an old jewelry box. Then I knew he was not alone and looked to my left behind the door
and here stood a glassy eyed drunken soldier with his rifle half pointed so as to cover me and the
German. Sticking from half into his filled
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jacket was a billfold with about $1,000.00 in it -- German money at our rate of exchange. I was
terribly scared for the instant. Then I told them to come with me. They made no trouble -- they
were from an engineer outfit. I got Kandel and we wrote up the report. I turned it into their
officers and later they were court marshaled getting about five years each. I don't think they were
awfully bad fellows but they complained about their officers treatment of them and how they
wanted to get in a different outfit. I had to appear against them at their trial after we had reached
the Elbe. Boy, the Germans all had been told we were drunken ruffians, robbers and gangsters
and they surely had a lot of substantiating evidence.

About 11 P.M. I went back to the company -- just as the trucks were pulling out. I had
almost missed them and no one had known exactly where I was. the trucks were pulling out early
and in confusion. Norman said they had to be on the road in 20 minutes. He had completely
forgotten that the artillery was to precede us on the road so we just had to sit and wait for a couple
of hours. Rode the trucks that night.
Next morning was a clear and beautiful day. We circled around to get to Minder where
we were to cross the Weser. Past villages -- some destroyed -- others intact. Hundreds and
hundreds of bombers sailed overhead. Everything was green and pretty and the trees were just
coming out in leaf. Closer and closer we got to the Weser. About 3 P.M. we crossed. The column
stopped and all vehicles were jammed bumper to bumper. A fellow came up and said "Remember
me?" I didn't. He was the artillery officer that had gotten wounded at Marlorie, Belgium on Dec.
24th. The one who had pulled such a daring stunt by driving his jeep forward. I laughed and said
"We still have your pistol and field glasses." I asked him if he was a brave as before. He said he
didn't know but would probably soon be finding out. He had been wounded three different times.
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The column stayed stopped. We snooped around. I looked over a couple K.O.ed 88s and
the shells for them about a yard long. Liberated displaced persons raided a shoe store. We moved
on through the night "Weser Gebirge" ( Weser mountains) a couple of miles. Mail arrived -- we
were eating 'K' rations as the column had stopped for a while. Trouble ahead! Get ready for
action. Bring company to the head of the column.
The sick feeling came over us that I think everyone must feel as they walk towards
danger. The first Bn. 333rd had been stopped at a town (Eisbergen?). We were to investigate the
country and villages to the left. We moved by foot down to the autobahn. No action. Dark now.
We went to a farmhouse and kicked out the Germans and got out our maps and decided what to
do next. The discussion became so silly with each one estimating the probabilities and offering
his theory that I walked over and sat down. Later it was decided we would go straight up the
autobahn about three miles to a place where it was supposed to be blown -- as reported by
aircraft. We would investigate to see if there was a way around for our main mission was to move
on with the motor column -- 'G' Co. to the left and 'E' on the right. The autobahn was a divided
highway and we walked in column of twos and 'E' Co. did the same. Farther and farther up the
road to where we were about to enter the woods high on the hill. An airplane droned overhead.
Flash! Just as sudden as that it turned into daylight as the plane dropped a flare! then the
iron shell of the flare clanged down with a ringing noise on the concrete of the autobahn. (This
was the casing of the flare -- the flare still burned. We all thought someone had dropped his
helmet.) Some ran for the ditch. Others froze. Others laid down. Nothing happened but we were
all sure the man in the airplane had seen us and we were plenty scared! Up and forward -- wham,
wham -- a couple mortar rounds burst a couple hundred yds. to the front. It turned out they were
our own from Company 'H'. Lt. Peck was getting his range and direction zeroed in. He "didn't
know we had marched that far" was his excuse given as he nearly had caused casualties. We had
wanted everything quiet and stealthy but the whole countryside must be awake now! Onward to
where we came to the blown overpass. A sharp drop of 80 to 100 ft. but back a ways was a dirt
trail off to the left and we might be able to go forward on it. As we investigated, orders came over
the radio to return back down the autobahn the 3 miles. We got there -- took it easy -- I was dead
tired and lay down and fell asleep.

Somebody shook me -- come! I got up but still in my sleep I walked to where a group
was talking. One man started to ask me questions -- what? -- Oh -- It was our Regimental Comdr.,
Col. Gomez! He wanted to know if the little dirt road led to the
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other road underneath. I told him we were called back too soon but I thought it did. "We have to
get through -- we will go and see!" Norman, Lt. Kloe, Col. Gomez, Kandel and myself piled on
the Col.'s jeep and tore up the road. Yes, trucks could get onto the trial O.K. Then we all heard an
unmistakable rustling and voices in an old building to the left of the dirt road. I don't know if ever
I was more frightened! Up here miles from the rest -- only a jeep -- no on had been in the building
when we were first there! Kandel yelled, "Hallo!" again "Hallo!". They started to jabber in
German. Some civilians that wanted to get some things out of the shed! It was about 1 A.M. The
dirt road led to the other paved road.
Back to the men. Get the column moving! We must move on! On the single road that led
to the autobahn, the trucks of all units were jammed. Men had climbed on the wrong unit's trucks.
Drivers and men were asleep. For the next couple of hours, I more or less voluntarily helped get
the column straightened out. And I really earned my money for only a few of us know how they
were to be organized -- trucks, tanks, jeeps, companies, etc. I was the 3rd company in our Bn.
column. 'E', 'F' and 'G'.
About 4 or 5 A.M. we moved forward. I fell asleep. 'E' Company fell into trouble at the
second village. They machine gunned a busload of German soldiers that were pulling out toward
the rear but they got a tank K.O.'ed and were soon into trouble from rifle fire on all sides. Eating
"K" rations for breakfast, we didn't pay much attention to the battle a half a mile to the front. Our
trucks were parked in the first village and a soldier went into a house for a drink of water and saw
a couple Gerry soldiers. They started looking in other houses and kicked out about twenty. These
were the ones who were to have stopped us on the autobahn -- but they were sick of the war and
had slept instead. This was the 8th of April.
Over the radio -- move Co. 'G' forward. Tired and cold we detrucked and went to the
village. Norman didn't know what to do (I am not criticizing him here). 'E' Company had been
stopped trying to make the woods on ahead. 'F Co. had their hands full off to the left. A few
bullets split the air. Col. Gomez was here too. Move up to help out Co. 'E'! We started -- no, take
cover. (It was here a radio message came to send Sgt.. Condley and another fellow back for a 30
day furlough to the States. I asked Condley to see my brother in Oakland for me -- which he did.)
A few bullets came from the left. Gomez wanted Norman to move -- "I can't. We are pinned
down." (I told Kandel that Gomez wouldn't stand for this and Norman would have to do better or
be relieved.) We had not had a man hit. Bullets seemed to come from a small village to the left.
Three tanks were nearby. A fine big aggressive tank officer came up to Norman, "Where is the
fire from?" We pointed to the village to our left front. In no
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time the tank was pouring bullets and shells into the village. A big barn was burning. We
saw about 30 Gerry soldiers marching across the bridge from the village in formation. They were
surrendering. As they came by, Kandel quizzed one. No more in the village he said. Norman
ordered me to take it. We did -- no one ran across any soldiers.

Just as we worked to the end of the village, I and three or four others were standing and
watching tank destroyers move up the road toward 'E' Company's objective. We saw men moving
behind a little shed. They fired a panzer faust that killed the officer in the TD and set it on fire.
Just then bullets splattered all around us -- four were wounded. My radio operator was hit in four
places -- once in the chest and he hadn't stood two paces from me. Bell, an old soldier who had
killed three Germans and wounded another with 4 shots in a patrol engagement in the Bulge, was
hit badly in the leg. Again, we didn't know exactly where the fire was coming from . We waited.
We were going to fire into the woods in front of Co. 'E' so they could move forward while we
made the Gerrys keep their heads down. I think this happened about 1 P.M. -- not much action -they hadn't gotten to the curve where the curved road approached a huge underpass for the
autobahn.
'G' Co. attack Bucholtz! We did. Burned a couple of buildings through tracer bullets but
no real action. Over the radio, "Send a patrol around the road to meet us!" I grabbed the first three
men and put them out in front and, with Tharler and the radio, I started around toward 'E' Co. All
was peaceful.
Just as the three men approached the autobahn, a dozen enemy rifles barked. One man
dropped like a stuck ox right on the concrete. The rest of us made it to a ditch. We
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could see no enemy -- only the woods. Tharler and I rushed back. Lt. Rettig was with us again.
My radio was dead so I tried to reach Norman through the artillery radio. As Rettig and I were
talking, a sniper's bullet hit the front axle of the jeep and sent it back a couple of inches. With a
couple more men, I set out across the valley and the creek to tell Norman the circumstances. The
men were loading the trucks and ready to move around the curve near the autobahn. I told
Norman the situation and that they could easily bypass this by coming into Bucholtz as I had
from the left side of the creek. He said "no," they were going this way. The lead tanks with men
on them started out. As they approached the autobahn, rifles and panzer fausts cracked out. The
men poured off the tanks and the tanks reversed out of there in a hurry.

"Felton, move your company against that woods! Hurry! We have to get going!" "But, sir
" "Move into that woods and don't stop until this curved road is completely cleared!"
Back I went with Lt. Ramos and assembled the company -- first platoon on the right, second
platoon on the left. (Third was still back guarding where the dirt road left the autobahn which was
the main route forward for all units until we reached the Elbe.) I remembered we had no rations
and the fellows started to loot homes for canned goods. In a hurry, I gobbled some canned
cherries that Sanchez gave me. (His confinement had been suspended.) He also laughed and said
if he didn't get killed that day, he never would for he had had some close ones. The men started
moving out to their positions. Some I spotted on high ground to cover the others.
What a hail of bullets! About 60 or 70 of my men and 20 or so Germans started shooting
rifles, machine guns and submachine guns as fast as they could. The Germans had the advantage - foxholes in the woods -- while the men had to cross open fields. I hadn't crossed with the men
but it was only a couple hundred yards to the underpass. Before we started this engagement,
Kandel had made a couple Germans (one a Red Cross man) go out and carry off the one that had
been wounded on the road. The attack slowed as the men reached the underpass -- the wounded
came back. Word came over the radio to call off the attack. The motor column had taken the other
road and was moving out!!!
All shooting stopped. Kandel yelled at the Germans to surrender. They never answered.
We could catch glimpses of them darting around their foxholes and between trees. We took up
the fire. My men started to pull back. Wet (from the creek and sweat) they returned. They knew
the locality of one that had been seriously hurt -maybe more. Kandel collared the Red cross man
again. Go out and see about those men, if injured we will bring them back -- if dead, get their
personal effects. He was plenty scared -- walking out in no man's land -- but he did and yelled
back "Zwei tot"
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(two dead). He brought their personal effects -- Sanchez and Blackstock. We walked up to
Bucholtz. I told the men in the trucks. No comment was registered -- by this time it was just
another soldier who had gone to sleep! These were to be our last two fatalities and they brought
Co. 'G's total to 33.
The rest of the Bn. column had gone ahead. We would catch up. It was about 5 P.M. we
started rolling across the beautiful countryside again. Where were the Germans? Past villages
with roadblocks in them but no one had filled the center of the block or defended them with rifles.
On we rolled. Straight past all the area that Norman had made those childlike attack plans for
when we were on the other side of the Weser. The civilians stood and waved at us. The hundreds
and hundreds of children did the same. Five miles -- ten miles -- perhaps fifteen miles. We
occasionally saw a Gerry soldier and took him prisoner. At one village we found so many I had to
leave three men as guard and put the prisoners in a shed. We had no room. Someone will help
you out, I told the guards (Harrison, Butterwick, --?) but nobody was to come. Other Germans
came and captured these guards for a day or so and then they escaped. On up a high wooded hill,
by twos and threes down came Russian and Polish woodcutters. These men had been in forced
labor and it now had ended. The head of the column spotted a few Germans taking off from the
road to the woods. The trucks stopped. We threatened to shoot. A few came to the road. More
came and Kandel yelled, "Kommen Sie hier!" More came -- all aged and decrepit from some
army hospital. They had been marching to keep ahead of the Americans. More came. Kandel
jokingly yelled, "Der Krieg ist vorbei!" (the war is over). They smiled at Kandel] for they knew

he was lying. About 300 came from the woods. One or two had pistols which we took -- told
them to march on down the road and we took off. More villages -- then something to warm our
hearts -- a liberated displaced persons camp for girls. Hundreds and hundreds lined the road and
waved. They did not look undernourished.
On and on for another 5 miles. Out of the woods and into the flat country about 20 miles
southwest of Hannover, the column stopped. It was getting cold, especially for the men who had
gotten wet. A car came back from the front. Situation hot -- lots of artillery. Orders to move on up
and about 8 P.M. we pulled into the town of Weetzen. In my company's column, there were 22 or
23 vehicles. I found Col. Norman. "Good -- glad you made it O.K. Place for you to billet back
down the street about three blocks. Keep men on the alert! Large guard detail, etc."
The men were so tired they didn't care if they lived or died. Artillery and rockets were
coming in. We billeted. I went to Hgs. They were trying to find a way
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over bridges not blown to Hannover. Patrols were to go out. I walked back to my billet. I was so
sleepy I didn't care anymore until a shell whizzed past my ear and burst down the street about 40
yds. Then I woke up and leaped from doorway to doorway. About midnight orders came to move.
Norman told me to have all my trucks turned around ready to head back the way we had come.
The lead truck had to go to the back end, etc. Lt. Schmidt and those colored drivers did this while
the shells kept pouring in. Then orders to move about 1 A.M. I made the mistake of falling asleep
and, by the time I woke up, found the trucks had been headed right in the first place and now had
to be reversed and inverted again. By the time this was done, the artillery units were on the road
and we were cut off from Bn. I did not know what our destination was. Lucky Maj. Douglas of
Bn. was still behind. He had the towns written down and we looked them up on a map. I started
out to catch the column of Bn. which I did after passing through a couple of blacked out villages - not knowing whether we would be ambushed or not. I was in a jeep and I told the driver: "I've
got to get some sleep. Let me know if anything goes wrong." Afterwards he awoke me. The
column ahead had disappeared. He was driving 30 miles an hour and couldn't catch them. On and
on we rode. A streetcar track appeared on the side of the road -- a sign -- my map -- my God! We
were but five miles from Hannover. I turned around and ordered the rest of my column to do the
same. Col. Barrett (West Pointer of the artillery) stopped me. All the artillery had followed my
column -- some 200 vehicles all together. The Col. was suspicious we were on the wrong road.
This time I stayed awake and shortly after daylight we pulled into Munzel.
We found billets. A half dozen dead (who had been hauled all night from Weetzen) were
laid out on the ground. The civilians were helping get water and beds for our injured. No one had
been left behind and all who had been injured in the shelling of Weetzen had not had much
medical attention until we reached here this morning. Our part of the column was not the only one
to get lost. Others staggered in all morning.
I slept. We looted some fresh eggs and cooked them. Then we got a hot meal for lunch
but we had orders to move immediately again and never was there much more furor about an
operation than this one. It was clear and cold. We moved with a huge column -- move and stop -move and stop -- past blown bridges and burnt out tanks. It was rough up ahead. A lone Gerry
plane came over and dropped a bomb that missed the column by about 400 yards but it set
everyone looking skywards. British units got mixed up in our column. Nearer and nearer to
Hannover -- about three miles out we turned down a dirt road. Norman yelled at me to come -"Let's see your maps and I'll
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show you what I want!" I didn't carry my most magnified set of maps -- the ones he expected.
"God damn, Felton, but you fight a funny war!" I sure didn't like the crack.
We were to proceed about 1/2 mile to the autobahn and outpost and defend in all
directions. I was on the right, 'F Co. on the left. It was flat country. 'F Co. ran into trouble but
ours was without incident. We took a few prisoners. A meeting at Bn. Norman raged more. I
noticed Capt. Frink gave a couple sharp answers -- something I had never heard before.
The next day would be the big attack on Hannover. I would be on the right, with a river
on that side to guide on. 'F' Co. on the left. "You know what to do -- go back and get some rest."
Most of my men slept on straw. I slept in a house. Norman called about 10 P.M. Organize a patrol
to seize a bridge over the canal we have to cross in the morning. (A good move for it already had
airplane bombs and was ready for demolition.) I didn't get much sleep. About 5 A.M. in a very
dense fog we started forward.. Over the bridge -- through a woods -- you couldn't see more than
20 yards. 'F' Co. was on our left but the river was a long way over to the right. Norman said to
hold it up -- buildings ahead. Our prize Lt. Vogle radioed back: "They are talking German!"
What else? We moved a little. A man ran in the fog. Jatko hit him in the arm at 30 yards
and nearly blew it off. He was a displaced man from Holland. We were just outside of a large
displaced persons camp. We investigated -- hundreds and hundreds of French and Polish -- again
not fat but not undernourished either. We moved through the buildings. A tank was ahead. It was
shooting occasionally and had wounded some of the D.P.s. Tye and 'F' Co. was in the last
building on the left. Kandel and I snooped around. Five big kitchens being looted by the D.P.s.
The hold-up in action was that the first Bn. had found no way to cross the canal and they were
coming over our bridges and going to their zone over in the left. 'F Co. had captured a couple
"cocky" soldiers and Kandel tried to pump them but no luck. Norman came forward. "We have to
move" he said. "First Bn. is all mixed up with us now. They we'll move in just a few minutes." I
went out to verify this and Norman started to snoop around in the building and Col. Gomez came
up and caught him trying to shoot the lock off one of the doors and relieved him of his command
right on the spot! Lt. Col. Hardesty was now in charge.
It was about ten minutes to eleven. Move out at 11 A.M. The fog was clearing fast. We
jumped off again and never had to fire a shot. We hit one of the main streets leading to
downtown. On and on we marched. Looking through buildings. The
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policemen were all lined up for formal surrender. Rettig saw them first and got their
pistols but I put Kinney to guard them so other soldiers would not molest them for they wore
uniforms similar to the army. On and on through the destroyed city. The people were curious -were we American or English? I walked through a big park. Many Germans saw me as their first
enemy soldier, I know. On and on towards the far side of town -- what is this column? Further, to
any sensible person's embarrassment -here they were forcing every German in uniform to march
down the street; policemen, firemen, mail carriers and trainmen!! Ran into a couple of dead G.I.s
from 335th. A tank had surprised them as they walked over a bridge -- rather cold blooded
murder. On and on to the far side of town -- a good ten miles altogether.

The liberated persons ran wild. No police to stop them. They were our allies. They broke
into stores, got drunk, looted and wrecked -- it was sickening. Americans were all looking for
liquor and autos.
My company laid at the far edge of town until our trucks came and then we all rode back
to where we had been the night before and detrucked. It was shortly before dark and a couple
Gerry planes were flying around and our antiaircraft were trying to . shoot them down. Lt. Ramos
even tried with a 50 cal. on one of our trucks. No luck. He went away. We were at the edge of
town -- only a couple houses and all these men and the eight trucks. The Gerry had spotted us.
We were setting up the chow line and just as I stepped out of the house, I looked up. The Gerry
was cutting the bomb loose. I knew in an instant it would miss. ( I often wonder what I would
have done if it was headed straight for the house.) Before I could open my mouth, SWISH -BOOM!! It blew a ten foot hole about twelve feet deep out in the field about 75 yards from the
house. The house rocked -- windows went out and the tile roof crumbled. We were letting the
German women and their kids stay in the cellar. They were frantic. We had about six men cut but
one had a piece of shrapnel break the back of his hand. Lt. Rettig was cut on the face, also. It was
hard to convince the German women that it had been a German plane -- they thought all
bombings were done by English and Americans.
The next day we pulled out about 9 A.M. We moved up the autobahn -- great! Then we
turned off to the north -- up with the British. I remember some American soldier had captured
some old German man in uniform and brought him up past the column. He made him sit on the
hood of a jeep with his hands over his head. The jeep made a sharp turn to the left and threw the
old man off on his head. The soldier jumped off with his carbine still pointed at him and made
him climb right back on and put his hands over his head again. Even my men yelled names at
such actions. We
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stopped once -- no not here, move on. We did and pulled into Farster-Baueshaft.
Probably a day or two's rest.
It was peaceful, three small German army hospitals were here and I had to put a
guard on one of them to be sure our soldiers didn't molest them. They were very
courteous to me and the squad of Sgt. Kroll's that guarded.
The next day, April 12, we started off smoothly about 10 A.M. Our other trucks
had been taken away so we now had weasels and ducks (both could float) as well as trucks, tanks, jeeps and tank
destroyers. We moved northward into the British zone. One small village had had a fine department store. The
town had been taken the day before and nothing happened. But this morning one Polish worker had taken
something -- then another -- then two more. By the time we stopped alongside, it couldn't have been more
thoroughly wrecked. An old bearded Jewish man (one of two I saw in Germany) even stood and watched as the
two or three hundred scavengers looked through what remained. The English told us about it and how it had
started but the Polish were our allies and they wouldn't stop them. On and on wherever bridges could
be found. Past an oil field that was bombed to the extent that it was hard to find a roadway between the craters.
Toward night the column stopped. Sleep in the trucks or on the ground. I slept on the ground.
Next morning the Bn. started off on its own. F Co. in front but they "slickered" out of it easily so 'G' Co.
took over. One village -- no action -- another village -- no action. But in these villages the civilians stood out to

greet us. Telephones still worked. We were going over back roads. As we neared Steinhorst we could see civilians
scampering for cover -- also soldiers off to the left. A camouflaged "Nebelwerfer" could be discerned at the edge
of a building. One shot from the tank and all was quiet again. The enemy did not fire. A few soldiers could be
seen. Lt. Rettig ran forward. He met a couple soldiers half way. To the north two miles was a battery of
Nebelwerfers. (Rettig was of German descent and spoke it fluently. This information was right.) On we moved
into the village. People still scampered. A German truck came over a hill and down the road. It saw our T.D. and
stopped. The men started to pile off and the truck began to back up. One shot from the 75 in the T.D. went
through the front end and out the back. We moved on. At the edge of the village it was about a mile to where the
woods were. Here was where the fellow said the Nebelwerfers were. It was straight down the tree-lined road we
were on -- open fields on both sides. But back in the village the road had forked and we were actually on the
wrong one. I explained the situation to Col. Hardesty. He called Gomez. Yes, go after the Nebelwerfers but move
on the other road with the rest of the column.
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As we looked down the road to the woods we could see the enemy soldiers. So far, only two shots had been fired
both by the tank. At a time like this neither side is particularly anxious to get the shooting started. In a column of
twos down each row of trees we went -- third platoon leading. Four T.D.s (same as tanks) moved along also. As
we got within about 100 yards of the woods the T.D.s stopped. They wouldn't go any further until the infantry
cleared the woods. I was about the twelfth person back on the right file. All of a sudden -- a panzerfaust was fired
from the woods. It missed! A Nebelwerfer opened up with six rounds from 600 yards off to the left. All the
rounds were just over the trees -- boy, that was luck! The machine guns on the T.D. raked the woods. We all fired
-- at no target in particular. "Move on" I yelled. No one went. From right in front of me, Henderson yelled, "Hell,
if they won't go, I will". That was all it needed. More jumped up and in a jiffy we were in the woods and
capturing or chasing after the Germans. (They were not front line solders -- more like artillery men.) On we
moved past killed and injured (a couple of each) to a motor park. We searched the area -- rounded up 30 prisoners
and six or eight trucks, a couple motorcycles and seven Nebelwerfers. Not a person was injured. It was a most
successful day's work. We learned that we had caught them entirely unawares for all had expected the attack from
the opposite direction and we caught them from the rear. They couldn't fire their weapons at us then as they were
still preparing their defense. S.S. troops were supposed to be to their front. We had done someone a good turn by
knocking this unit out. We brought what trucks would run into Steinhorst and I left a squad to guard them. We
took off toward the head of the column. 'E' and 'F' had been stopped at a crossroads only a couple miles down the
road. A couple men were killed by an enemy tank. They had all had to get off their trucks so when Hardesty saw
me, he said for me to lead off. "My luck can't last forever," I thought. We went about a mile to a big German
airfield off to the left. We started over a raised overpass and, looking ahead about 600 yards, it sure looked
suspicious. A few people moving in the woods. They seemed to be looking toward us. I sure feared that enemy
tank as I was riding that lead vehicle -- a jeep. I halted the column. Unloaded my men and we started walking on
the woods under the protection of the road bank. Nebelwerfers cut loose from a mile or so off to the left with the
target the crossroads we had just passed. Over a dozen casualties resulted in 'E' Co. -- the ones that had just waved
at us as we took over the lead of the column. We approached the woods and scattered out. I was near the road -my heart stopped! A German soldier bending over something. Another man and I shot at the same time. Down he
went. Kandel said I had hit him -- I don't know. Kandel yelled (where are the others?) "Weg!" (away) "Hold up
your hands!" He did. A man went
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over to search. He had been a determined soldier. He had a panzerfaust and a dozen teller mines across the road.
He was hit in the hips or abdomen. We looked around, loaded and moved on -- two miles -- four miles -- another
village. An English soldier prisoner for five years greeted us -- another village. Again the people scampered. We
pulled in and detrucked. One man had been peering on us from his motorcycle and taking off ahead of the
column. But in this village as he tried to pull away, one of the machine gunners from 'H' Co. that was with us,

dropped him with one shot from his M1 rifle as he was pulling off. It was certainly a good shot as he was already
fleeing. As we moved into the village some braver people came out. "Why are you shooting here? There are no
soldiers," one lady said in English. "Look -- who is that fellow?" The guy with the motorcycle had gone over a
bank and crashed into a building. There was a lot of blood and the villagers were trying to fix him up. The lady
said she couldn't understand it. There had been no soldiers here in town. I left Lt. Ramos and his platoon to clear
the town and we moved on. The next place was good sized -- Whittingen. It had been taken by the first Bn., from
a different route, that morning. We thought we would stay here all night. No, go south about eight miles. On the
way, they said stop -- turn at the left -- go to Ohrdorf. About four miles across little more than dirt trails -- the way
we went. Again I led the column and felt I really earned my money for it was sure pitch black except for the stars.
Slowly and silently we moved into Ohrdorf about 10 P.M. I got out to look around. Something moved
quickly past a door. I went back for Kandel in a hurry. He was asleep. The Germans were not too surprised. We
started to arrange billets. One fine lad -- a regular little gentleman about twelve years old -- had a couple years of
English in school so he helped. I put all our vehicles in the courtyard of one barn. Good thing no enemy patrol
came through with panzer fausts! 'H' Co.'s Comdr. (Capt. Baker) while flashing his light looking for houses,
flashed it on a German soldier walking guard! He had been guarding Russians and Polish in the barn. He made no
offer to shoot but Baker, seeing him with his rifle, nearly had heart failure. That caused Bn. to order the guards to
be most alert. One of my Sgts. complained about the billets. I sure laid into him. Next morning we were to move
at 6 A.M. but the tanks had to be gassed up and it was later. 'G' Co. leads again. It was a beautiful morning if ever
there was one! Before long -- a mile or two -- the small village ahead looked very suspicious. We looked and
looked -- should we go in firing for cover? No -- but with all weapons cocked we moved on in. What in the
world? About 300 fine looking young Hungarian boys fourteen years old were here going to a school about the
German antiaircraft (88) gun. They had about eight German soldiers as instructors. Col. Hardesty treated them all
as prisoners. We moved on. At the edge of the village a shadow flashed past a barn door. I radioed back -- it
looked suspicious -- a couple of
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Germans and 200 Russian and Polish prisoners were in there. When they were liberated they administered a
terrific beating to the guards. On and on. People were planting in the fields. They paid little attention to us. Over
back roads nearly all the time -- into another village -- about 200 G. I.s who had been P.W.s for various lengths of
time. We chatted a few minutes and threw them cigarettes and stuff and moved on. They were not even under
guard for the last couple days but we were the first Americans they had seen. On and on until we pulled up about
four miles southeast of Salswedel -- picking up prisoners all the way. We had thought this would be the goal for
the day but orders came to push on to the Elbe. I thought, as did the others, we would never make it. We never
dreamed we were anywhere near there for our well armed column of 100 vehicles was snaking along at 20 miles
per hour as silently as a truck. Arendsee ahead -- big town -- lake on one side. That is where they will defend.
Steadily we approached. 11:30 A.M on Saturday -- no shooting but all guns cocked as we rounded a curve and
looked down the main street. Hundreds of people and many soldiers -- "Hande hoch!" (hands up) I yelled. They
looked at this column and bicycles, carts, kids and old folks scattered and ran as they took out white
handkerchiefs.
On and on. Pretty soon we saw a group of G. I. soldiers off in a field to the right. We yelled. It was some
of the 5th Armored who had been here a couple days and were glad to see us. They had come up on a different
route.
(From here on, this is written on 7 Aug. '47)
They were a squadron from an outpost at the crossroads up ahead. We moved on to the crossroads and stopped
and chatted a few minutes as they removed their mines off of the road. Since they had come here over a different
route and had cut in behind the Germans who wanted to get across the Elbe, this roadblock was very effective. It

consisted of antitank mines on the road and well concealed antitank guns covering them. In the past two days they
had bagged about six vehicles. The Germans came down the road (at night) and drove over the mines. They said
we were lucky we had not come along at night. I thought of the night before.
At the crossroads we turned to the left, went about a mile and stopped just short of the village of
Lindenberg. We were about five miles yet from the Elbe but it seemed that was as far as we were going for the
day. We got off the trucks and the men talked over the morning's experiences and showed each other their
souvenirs (for they had picked up many pistols) and wanted to look at the maps to see how far we had come.
Someone reported that President Roosevelt had died. I verified it by someone who said he had heard it over the
radio and then passed the report onto the men. Nothing to do,
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so everyone ate "K" rations and laid out in the warm sunshine and snoozed. Several truckloads of liberated
American P.W.s went by and everyone cheered. Bn. set up a Command Post in a fair-sized house nearby and late
in the afternoon I was ordered to go north about six miles and secure billets in .a village. I think now that just one
jeep load of us went. The village was small and already filled with soldiers and no more billets. Someone from
regimental hgs. told me it was a mistake as no one from the 2nd Bn. was to be in that village. I returned to the
company and reported this to Col. Hardesty. He checked by radio and this was right.
There had been a mistake. By now, few billets were left in Lindenberg and it was just about dusk. Most of
the company had to sleep in barns and lofts.
The next day was Sunday. Not much to do. I remember Col. Hardesty thought it would be at least a
couple days before we would cross the Elbe. There were reports of fighting in rear areas -- especially to the north.
I did assemble the company at the edge of the village, told them what I knew about the situation and lectured
them on behavior. The squad we had left behind to guard the captured vehicles after our engagement with the
Nebelwerfers came back to the company driving one of the captured trucks.
Monday morning I had to send men forward with others in the Bn. to look for possible crossing sites on
the Elbe. Lt. Kloe was one of those to go. But around noon this was changed. We were going forward to relieve
the 5th Armored and occupy positions along the Elbe. Good! Now at least we would not be the first to have to
cross as the unit that holds the ground does not have to make the crossing. The tanks and anti-tankers and other
attachments to our column pulled out and after a long wait, we finally got on the road through Seehausen to
Beuster. We met the 5th Armored pulling out to go back and helped to clear out the by-passed pockets of
resistance.
Between the old villages of Beuster and Werder ran what was called the Old Elbe -- a stagnate river about
50 yards wide and several feet deep. Our map showed the road to cross on a land strip but the only crossing was
an old wooden bridge. A couple of jeep loads of us crossed first. I was on one of the jeeps and pulling away from
the bridge when I heard yelling from one of the following "Ducks" (a 2 1/2 ton amphibious truck). The bridge was
collapsing -- another stroke of good luck if I have ever seen one. The driver never stopped, but kept right on
coming. He had been over halfway across before the beams on one side of the bridge broke completely in two
places under the pressure of the rear wheel of the truck. the Duck had shook and almost tumbled over but since
the front wheels were level, it made it across. I shudder to think of what might have happened if that truckload of
soldiers had been plunged into that deep water.
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The third platoon took position about a mile to the left. The second platoon and company Hqs. set up in
the village Gastwirtshaft (village hotel, dance hall and stage). The first platoon now had to walk about two miles
down to their position near the river. Sgt. Gouveia was in charge as Lt. Starks had been attending a school for
young officers back in France. Lt. Ramos, Kandel and I all went with the first platoon. Near the river there was a
large house that belonged to the forester and game warden of the area. We met him and I told him through Kandel
that some soldiers would stay in his house but he could live in a part of it. He was very nice and gave us all the
fresh cool milk we could drink. A few of us went through the woods right to the riverbank. As we hid we could
look across the Elbe -- about 200 yards wide -- and saw some German soldiers on the other side. Happy to leave
well enough alone, we didn't start any shooting. After arranging the outpost, I went back to Werder.
The "Ducks" had been ordered to assemble in the area and Lt. Schmidt had a hard time getting the one on
our side of the river around through 'F' Co.'s area to the road again. Took late into the night to get it done. The Bn.
ammunition and pioneer platoon also worked well into the night repairing the broken bridge so that jeeps could
travel across.
The Bn. history says that it was the same night a small German plane landed right near Werder and the
pilot was captured by some 'H' Co. men. He had run low on fuel
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and was surprised this country was in enemy hands but he was sullen and mad and they
just sent him on to the rear.
The next few days it is hard to remember just what happened day by day. I will just have to list the high
points. The days were nice and pleasant. Trees were coming into leaf and it all seemed so peaceful and how
wonderful to not have too much to do. We got things in order and rested up. I received a new Lt. -- a Lt. Blair. I
was
ordered to send a Lt. and an interpreter and jeep driver to go back to the rear and help handle civilians and
displaced persons. I sent Kandel and Ramos and a driver. Lt. Starks returned. Lt. Kloe did very well with his 3rd

platoon off on the left. These villages here were all several hundred years old. The country was very flat and large
herds of cattle roamed the fields. About the third day when I was not at the Command Post, an order came
through to tell the Germans they had to clear out by 4 P.M. the next day. Due to poor interpreters and translation,
this was understood by them to be that day and from all villages and homes within 3 kilometers (or 5 miles) from
the river, all civilians had to move to the rear. They fairly tore down the road; push carts, baby buggies, little
wagons, some tried to take stock with them but most just fled. How awful it was!
Cows not milked, animals penned up without water, all homes vacant and soldiers
on the loose with little to do but get drunk and loot. On my own, I issued instructions for all of my soldiers who
knew anything about farming to help take care of the stock. They did and we had milk to drink, all the eggs we
wanted and still not much to do. It was also on the second or third day I learned that Capt. Petrie had been killed
when the Germans ambushed a column on their way forward. He sure had been an officer and a gentleman and, as
the man in charge of personnel records, he had done many favors for me. I had always liked him. Capt. Spahr had
also been seriously injured.
During the evenings I wanted to study German. From a vacant house I got the little book "Stories of the
Cats and Dogs" and tried to translate. Sgt. Mangold of Co. 'H' helped me. He also gave me the little blue
German/English dictionary I still have. With it, I made better progress. In a few days the behavior of the men was
worse and worse. Down in the 3rd platoon a fellow named Jones had deliberately ruined a fine clothes closet in a
doctor's home by boring around the lock with a large wooden auger. The homes were all looted and smashed
beyond recognition. Contents of drawers strewn over the floor, glass bookcases broken.... it seemed like drunken
parties had been held in every home. Doors were left open to pigs, dogs and chickens. All walked in and out. I
really don't think much of this was done by members of Company 'G'.
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Day by day, we eagerly listened to the news -- the battle of Berlin, Patton's advances and Russian
advances. One night after he had been missing for several nights "Lord Haw Haw" came on the air. He was drunk
and it was his last broadcast. The gist of it was the same as all I had heard -- that Britain might now revel in
beating Germany but that it would eventually get its just rewards for having allowed Bolshevism to take over
Germany and Europe. Also one night the stillness was interrupted by a small battle a couple miles to the north.
After investigating, I found that it was our own 'E' Co. trying to get to our end of the bridge at Wittenberge. A
small area was still held by the Germans. As the battle blazed I kept wondering why anyone had ordered such a
foolish engagement. It couldn't have much bearing on the outcome and why take a chance on losing more lives.
One day when I had to go back to Regimental Hqs. (I think it was to court martial Jones) I watched the
progress of the 335th Regiment in driving to the river to close a gap between us and the British. Also Capt. Mull
told me I could put my gun away for I wouldn't have to do any more fighting. We were going to sit here until the
Russians came to us. I asked a lot of questions for I thought he was kidding but he seemed serious. It was still too
good to be true. He said we might go to southern Germany for awhile and then to Japan and then we would have
to come back in about ten years to fight the Russians. But, for now, we could forget about fighting and think of
occupational duties. (Reg. Hqs. was set up in a fine old stone mansion that some soldiers told me used to house
the Kaiser when he came to this area on hunting trips.)
Rumors were our daily diet. I had been ordered to get a squad to volunteer to go in and meet the Russians.
I did -- to be led by Lt. Blair. However, I didn't like it very well because it was almost certain to be a dangerous
mission. The Russians were past Berlin. A red flare was to identify them and the first one to identify them was to
get a prize. The 102nd Division on our right sent a patrol across the river and it was not heard from again. (Later
they came back.) Our men at the river became more daring since there was little shooting except our artillery. The
men around Werder had their own way of killing time. As we had moved up across Germany, they had picked up
many firearms of all kinds -- shotguns and rifles of the best makes. Orders had been issued that these couldn't be

sent home so large numbers had been thrown into the river by the broken bridge. Now the enforcement of this
order was relaxed so the men spent hours and days fishing for these guns and trophies and then cleaning them up
to be sent home. They saw some German soldiers on the other side. They yelled for them to come over and
surrender. The Germans yelled the same back to them. After Starks repeated, the Germans yelled to come over
and they would talk about it. So a military truce was held and Starks, Roan and ? went over in a leaky boat. This
was the
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beginning of what was later to be a mass surrender. Only a few at first -- the old and weak soldiers. Later, about
forty -- some very fine soldiers just glad to call it quits and more old and decrepit. All that could get across just
before the Russians came, did.
It must have been about the 28th of April that I was ordered to go back to XIII Corps as a witness in the
trial of those two soldiers trying to rob a civilian back at Bad Salzuflen. Around midday Benavidez, my driver,
and I started. Back past the area we had come through. Arendsee, Salswedel and on -- peaceful and seemed like it
had been occupied a long time. On past the place where either I or the other fellow shot the lone German solder.
On to where we had fought the Nebelwerfer battery. We drove all around. I picked up a helmet that I sent home
and later gave to my nephew, Douglas. I spoke briefly with a farmer whom I had seen when we were first there
and he was friendly then, and now he was sullen and angry. The German soldiers had not left that area until two
days after our battle. On to our destination. I tried to locate Ramos and Kandel but no luck. We finally found the
XIII Corps at Klotze -- we had been sent to the wrong town at first. A billeting officer fixed me up with a nice
room. In violation of non fraternization, I talked that night and next morning with the Germans. They were nice.
They could understand a little English and I a little German. One man was a member of the German Red Cross.
They told how they had been ordered to fight but had given up without a struggle and how American soldiers had
robbed them of their watches and gold jewelry. The next afternoon was the trial. I felt a little sorry for them. The
man whom they held at gun point was there, too. The fellows got five years. That afternoon I started back. We
came a different route. We picked up a Russian D.P. who had just been stabbed (not too seriously) in the chest by
another drunken Russian in a fight over a girl. We took him to a German Red Cross house. It was a nice trip and
we got back to Beuster. While at Bn. I learned the Russians were not too far away. Our troops had been ordered
not to fire across the river but S/Sgt. Mangold of Co. 'H' had gotten shot in the shoulder while down at the river
trying to argue the Germans to come on and surrender against their orders. Lt. Peck was at Bn. Hqs. and he was
pleading for permission to fire his mortars into a section of a village on the other side He too had gone across the
river under a truce agreement and now knew where the Command Post was. Since they didn't surrender, he
wanted to fire on them -- the effect of which would probably have been to destroy more of the village. My attitude
was the war is over. Why more destruction?
Either that night or the next I went down to the river with Lt. Starks. By now he had a regular
acquaintance worked up with several on the other side. Two ladies in particular. One was half-Jew and halfAmerican. She spoke English well yet had always lived in Berlin. She was married to a fellow, admittedly a Nazi,
but crippled
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and he had been nice to her and she wanted to stay by him. The other, Starks called "Countess". Short and plump,
about 35, she was obviously well bred. We talked for about 45 minutes. They sure knew more about war than we
soldiers did. Berlin was destroyed. The Russians were madmen. Neither had anything left but the Countess
wanted to search for her mother near Hamburg. She spoke in a whisper, so that the boatman couldn't hear her,
about how it was too bad Hitler hadn't been killed on 22 July, '44 when they had plotted against him. She went on
to say that many of her family and friends were killed because of it. She had two of her finest horses across the
river and I could have them if I wanted. (What could I do with horses?)

I think this was the night of the first of May. Early the next morning it was foggy and Starks sent up word
that there were more prisoners coming across the river than he had ever seen before. (Rather I think he brought
them up in a column 400 or 500 yds. long to Werder and woke me up. He reported they were still coming. I sent
someone to take the column to Bn. at Beuster and went to the river. They were coming over by flat-bottomed
boatloads. Only about twenty or thirty of us were there to handle them. We just had them put their rifles in one
pile, pistols and binoculars in a cart, and hand grenades etc. in another pile. So this was the end of the German
army! Just like a picture that I couldn't believe to be true!!!
But it wasn't so easy as we were under strict orders not to accept any civilians or any women. Only
solders. The idea was that all the population was to be frozen but, by accepting solders as prisoners, we would
theoretically be helping the Russians. Many soldiers had their wives with them and insisted on bringing them.
Civilians claimed to be Swiss, French, Dutch. I sure didn't have my heart in sending them back but it had to be
done. At first the Countess and the half-American came over and I let them stay to help interpret and the others
wanted to know why they didn't have to go back. About all I could do was yell as they couldn't understand
English anyhow. About 9 A.M., some large fine looking German General came over and wanted to surrender as a
body to Col. Hardesty. Pvt. Cobb of my company acted as interpreter. The General wanted some concessions but
Hardesty stood his ground. It was here I got my binoculars as some heavy set German took them off and with a
shrug of his shoulders handed them to me as if to say "This is it". One soldierly Lt. said "Next time we will fight
with the Americans". I wondered. They brought over machine guns and submachine guns still loaded. Some
boatloads started to throw pistols and binoculars into the river as they came across and Cobb sure did his best to
stop this as he didn't like to see all those fine souvenirs going to waste.
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As the day wore on you could hear the guns of the Russians getting closer. Some freshly wounded
soldiers came over. Hundreds were on the opposite bank awaiting their turn at the boat. Col. Gomez and many
members of regiment came up. Their war was over when certain ones showed up (not Gomez) for they had not
been seen at the front before, but now they wanted those pistols, etc. I was ordered to get my squad ready to cross
and meet the Russians. Many had been taking the prisoners to the rear and were not now available so I detailed
some that were not in the original volunteers to go with Lt. Blair. They had to go about a mile to the right into 'F'
Co.'s area and pick up a boat there for the purpose. They were supposed to meet the Russians in Balow. I went
with them and near the river met Lt. Frazier from 'F' Co. He had been injured
our first night in Germany and I had seen him just before we marched in. We had wished each other luck and now
we were about to meet the Russians. He came with us toward the river. A small battle seemed to be taking place
about 1/2 mile away on the other side of the river. Some bullets hit the water close by and some shells exploded
nearby. We hit the ground. (These were the last to land near me but I didn't like them much better than in the
beginning.) Were the Germans on the other side shooting at our isolated squad? As we wondered and watched,
machine gun fire could be heard getting closer to the river. Then an armed motor column appeared about 600
yards away. It pulled up to Balow and stopped Someone said, "I can see white triangles. It's the Russians." The
men boarded the boat and shoved off -- still not too sure.
When I got back to my company area I had orders to hurry and made a reconnaissance of some area about
twenty miles northwest. We were going to move there tomorrow. Jeepers! Things are in an awful mess. I can't
pull out now. I must have walked back to Werder for I remember taking up about 200 prisoners all by myself.
One could talk English and told me that the large factory you could see in Wittenberge belonged to the Singer
Sewing Machine Co. I later saw a picture of it in "Time" magazine.
Corp. Holt drove me to the new area in his jeep. The villages we drove through had been deserted, looted
and plundered. The 5th Armored had been here first and had placed the Germans' bicycles in large piles and had
driven over them with tanks (to be sure no Germans traveled). Such was war, as a bicycle to a German was like a

car to an American. I didn't learn much about the new area but returned to the company before dark. German
P.W.s were all over Beuster waiting for trucks to take them to the rear. Some units were still intact and I watched
the officers saying good-bye to their men. The officers sure had a downcast look on their faces.
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I went back down to the river about dark. The squad had returned from meeting the Russians. Everyone was
cleaning their souvenirs. I talked to Brownlow in particular and he said he had been a little shaky about going
across but he had been among the first in all other engagements and didn't want to have missed out on something
as important as this.
The Russians had dispersed the crowd on the other side and no more were coming across. Corp. Holt
loaded his jeep with some belongings of some of the Germans whom I was going to set up in our town of Werder.
No one at Bn. or higher Hqs. need be the wiser. The half-American, half-Jewish lady and her crippled husband
were part of the load. We had one muddy place to cross and we all had to get out and push across but were loaded
to hilt. I think I sat on the radiator as we pulled into Werder after an historical day!
The next day was bright and sunshiny at first and then turned cold and rainy. We were to be relieved in
our area by men of the 334th. They got there about an hour or so before we left and sure looked like a disgruntled
lot to me. Bn. was setting up hgs. in Vietze. Co. 'G' had the area to the north and west. We were relieving the 29th
Inf. Div. who were pulling out that night for the area near Bremen. That was about all I knew and I had plans to
place out the platoons but little did I know what we were getting into.
My company was to relieve a battalion of some regiment in the 29th Div. Their Hqs. was in some small
town about five miles northwest of Vietze -- probably Gorleben or Pretzetze according to the map on page 228 of
the Division History. (Pretzetze, I'm pretty sure.) We arrived tired and worn out in mid afternoon and information
was hard to get. The 29th wanted the relief complete by about 7 P.M. as they were pulling out in the middle of the
night. Since this was north and west of Werder the Russians were not on the other side yet but the Germans were
in numbers ten-fold of what it had been the day before.
Here was the situation. Germans had wanted to surrender by the thousands to the 29th. They even had a
lot of trucks and vehicles of all kinds to give up. Our high commanders got an engineer outfit to put up a bridge to
get these vehicles across. They kept people off the bridge by promising that, when the vehicles had come over,
then they could walk across. We brought over some vehicles and then started tearing down the bridge. The bridge
was about half torn down when I arrived down at the river.
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It sure was a mess. All I could find out was that the bridge was coming out. Thousands were on the other side and
hundreds were on ours. Even about fifty stretcher cases had been brought over by vehicle. People were still
getting over by a few boats, some by swimming and some by little rafts they tried to hang on to. I don't know how
many drowned. The Germans later said hundreds. Soldiers of the 29th were drunk and kicking and abusing the
German P.W.s as they walked almost a mile to where the P.W.s were assembling in a clearing at the edge of the
village. Really, it was a terrible mess.
Someone either told me to -- or I took it on myself to start cleaning the sightseers and Germans away
from our side of the river. I got the 3rd platoon to help and by a lot of yelling and a show of authority we started
getting action -- especially when the bridge outfit pulled away.
It was dark before I went with the Lt. from the 29th who was in charge of the prisoners to their cage. Golly!!!
Thousands of them!!! More kept marching up as there was another crossing site which no one was watching about
three miles down the river. What a mess! What a mess!

The prisoners, later counted accurately at 8,300, were held in a clearing at the edge of the village. Woods
all around except the part that joined the village. The clearing must have been about six acres. The prisoners were
all impatient for more water and were milling around the Hqs. area. Women and kids were here too -- wet and
cold. A platoon of war dogs were growling and barking not far away. The other officer had lined up about three
men who could talk English so I started in. First I let a
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group go down to a house for water but soon I had a Capt. from the 29th on my neck. He was rough and tough
and by God he didn't want those "Krauts" down in that village -- let them go thirsty. If I sent anymore down he
would destroy the wells (i.e. pumps) -- he had destroyed one already! Knowing he would soon be gone, I didn't let
any more go to the village. Later, I let the women and kids go with a couple of soldiers to see if they couldn't find
a house to stay in. Incidentally, this village had not been hit by the war as far as fighting, but the civilians had
been moved out and drunks looting and plundering had thoroughly wrecked the place as well as burned two
buildings.
Taking charge of these prisoners was my prime concern until the 6th of May. I had taken over on the
night of the 3rd and on the 4th they hauled out 40 truckloads of about 60 per truck. It didn't even thin the place
out! This is how I handled it.
I had only about 50 men to help handle and guard the prisoners. I had four Germans as interpreters. I put
Lt. Starks on the job of getting food. First there was a German Lt. Col. in command of the camp, but he went with
the 40 truckloads and left a Major in command. Of the four interpreters, one was a thin, slender fellow about
forty. He had learned English while living in the Philippines and spoke with no accent. He was one who had
helped the Lt. from the 29th out and that Lt. wanted me to promise to let him go back on the next truckload as his
friend had already gone to the rear. I let him go the next. day. He would tell all P.W.s coming into the camp to
discard all weapons, maps, cameras, etc. It was he who gave me the little 120 film sized camera I have after it was
given him by a P.W.
I soon learned that all my interpreters were from an S.S. interpreters' school that had been located near
Berlin. The S.S. had held a school in languages for certain of its members and these men were the teachers of
English (as well as other languages). In the camp we had separated about 35 actual combat S.S. men along with

about 75 of these language instructors -- most of whom I never saw, but my interpreters told me they were part of
the group of prisoners.
Another interpreter was a man about 40. He had been an exporter of leather goods before the war. He had
been a soldier since the beginning of the war and had been one that was caught in the surrounded German pocket
that held out during the first winter of the war with Russia. They were later freed by Germans. He had been the
first Sgt. of the S.S. school group of instructors. As far as I know, he was a fine fellow.
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Another was a slender and comical fellow who had lived about eight years in America (six years in
Cincinnati). He was not of the S.S. school but volunteered his services. He was usually cracking a joke and was in
good spirits.
Another was a slender reddish haired fellow about 44 who had spent most of the war against the Russians.
He was half German and half Czechoslovakian and was a school teacher by occupation in civil life. I talked at
great length with him about the war and politics. He would answer any question about life in Germany or in the
army. The Russians were masters of camouflage he said -- far better than the Germans. He told about how the
German army used war dogs to hunt out guerrillas in the Great Russian Woods and how fighting and burning had
destroyed land in the east. He always wore a camouflage cape that so many Germans wore. He told how their
army clothes were once made of wool but now were made from wood fiber, how they always had to march and
drill when only a few kilometers back from the front, how they fed their troops and how many Russian soldiers
fought with them against the Russians.
Another was the chief instructor of English at the school. He was supposed to be the best and yet he
talked with a heavy accent that I kidded him about. He was short, unimpressive but when others could not come
up with a word he could -- corrugated iron -- I remember in particular.
The second day, a young lad of about fifteen wanted to help. He had taken English in school and just
liked to talk it and wanted to be around where it was spoken.
Also there were others that helped. One had been in charge of military police on the island of Guernsey
during its occupation. The Lt. in charge of the dogs also talked English as did another who divided up a lumber
pile for the prisoners from an adjoining lumber mill. Another was a well known movie actor before the war.
Another had been the son of an American consulate in Berlin. All the officers and men from 1 V-1 Regt. went
through this camp. I talked to several of them and they really seemed like a bunch of rats.
The Major in charge was really a character from Hollywood. Taller than I, big ears stuck out from the
side of his head. In his long overcoat and polished boots, he looked like an officer. They said he was Prussian but
my interpreters wanted to apologize for his ability and efficiency for even to me he didn't seem very bright! The
Lt. Col. that was there the first day was a member of a Corps. staff -- had been in the army 23 years and was only
39 years old. He had studied English and Spanish years
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before and could understand me, but got Spanish mixed in when he tried to speak very much.
It was here that we got the news by the "Stars and Stripes" that Hitler was dead. Some prisoners told me they
knew he had been in Berlin and they doubted he could have gotten out. Also, Germans in Italy surrendered. Then
Holland and Norway -- the whole thing was collapsing. I don't remember that any of the news affected them
much. The war was over as far as they were concerned.

It was a problem to feed and water so many. With "K" rations not so bad, I had them line up in groups of
40 to go past and get a box and take it back to their area and eat it. But the 10-1 ration, which is a mixture of all
kinds of food -- some to be warmed up -- was really comical to give them for all names and directions were in
English. The only way they could divide the rations was by size -- one getting a can of "Spam" and another a can
of cookies. They were orderly and not much trouble in their going for water.
I was lucky I didn't shoot one or two though, for some would not do the right thing. Once a group started
to break into the saw mill for lumber. Others were sneaking off though the woods as we had insufficient guards.
Once the guard had yelled at a man to stop and he started to run. The guard shot and missed but he stopped and
was brought to me. I was tired of this misbehavior so I told the half German and half Czech interpreter to tell him
to come with the guard and myself. We walked out through the woods. My intention was to make him stand at
attention for half an hour with the guard about 50 yds. away with a loaded gun. If he moved, shoot to kill. But just
as we were about to have him start standing in the place, we came upon a German corpse. Evidently, the night
before, some prisoners had murdered another by bashing in the whole back of his skill and then picking him up,
they held his brains in with a newspaper until they carried him out here in the woods. Well, I told the interpreter
to tell the man to stand at attention and positively not to move. The interpreter thought I was going to order him
shot and asked me so -- he was worried. I told him to do as he was told. The fellow stood rigid. We went back in
about twenty minutes and took a doctor with us to examine the body. The doctor thought he had been dead only
about eighteen hours. We brought the soldier back and then I made him pick up scrap papers around the area for
one hour. Boy, he picked up more papers in that short time than I had ever seen. The interpreter and I were never
so friendly after that. We never found out why the man had been murdered although several identifying papers
were found near the body.
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From the first, those German police war dogs kept barking and howling. As visitors came to the camp
from division and regimental Hqs., as well as other officers, they spent five minutes looking at the P.W.s and fifty
minutes looking at the dogs. This sure burned Col. Hardesty who said that even if they were Germans, they were
human beings and we were hard pressed for food, water and facilities. Many dogs were taken by officers as pets
and "Susi" was one -- brought home by Lt. Starks. They would not send anymore to the rear area as all enclosures
were jammed. Neither would they turn loose with food although they got only 2/3rds of a ration and Americans
needed about two rations like those "K" or "C" rations.
Several civilians had come across -- some before and some after we were in charge of the area. Some,
about twenty, were very pretty girls from Berlin who had accompanied husbands or boyfriends or who had just
tried to keep ahead of the "Ruskies". Most were very attractive in expensive clothes and fur coats. They had
brought their best when they left. There was one rather pretty brunette who arrived late in the afternoon of the
second day. She had a cut on her head and when they dressed her up at the aid station, they called over the
interpreter who had been a first Sgt. They kept looking towards me and then the interpreter told me the girl's
story. She had swum the river and was all wet. Some American soldier asked her into a cabin where he raped her - then he turned her over to a colored soldier who also raped her. Sometime during the affair, she had been hit
over the head and was knocked out. I was really mad and asked her if she could identify the soldiers. She said she
could. The interpreter, she, the driver and I went to the scene and a few people were around but no one answered
the description. It happened near an abandoned lumber mans' camp. A few people were still coming across on this
cold, rainy evening and I sure felt sorry for anyone in these circumstances.
Another thing the Germans were mad about was the trick the Americans pulled in bringing trucks and
equipment across the bridge and telling the soldiers they could come later and then taking the bridge out There
was nothing much I could say about it. They were also mad at the Americans for their mass bombing and said
many, many time there were no military targets near and yet a town would be wiped out. But all agreed -- bygones would have to be by-gones and think more of the future. They kept asking if we were going to be turning

them over to the Russians. I did not know. They considered the Russians brave and good soldiers but barbarians
and mean as captors.
Sometime on the 6th, we moved back to Beuster and Werder. Bn. Hgs. was in Seehausen so my company
Hqs. was in Beuster where Bn.'s had been. Civilians had been allowed to come back. I remember talking to the
man in charge of the
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Gastwirtshaft in Werder. The building (if I remember it correctly) was over 300 years
old and had been in the hands of his family for seven generations. Tears welled in his as he told me the village
had never before been a victim of war. I couldn't blame him for crying at the thought of the damage and
destruction.
I don't remember much about V.E. Day. That evening, all officers gathered at Bn. Hqs. for a little banquet
but it was a pretty serious affair, even if they tried to be gay. Too many who had started with us were not present
now. The subject conversation was "points". We didn't even know how to figure them up.
We stayed there until the 17th. Each day with something different. The official Division crossing to the
Russians was where all the prisoners had come across in the Werder area. To get there they all drove over the
repaired wooden bridge. One day was to be a festive occasion. I went down and watch the American officer brass
kiss and hug the Russians in greeting, but life was indeed pleasant and it was so nice now in the warm sunshine. A
swim in the Old Elbe. Good food to eat. We picked up three P.W.s who had swam the river one night under the
Russians' noses and put them to work in our kitchen so the men would not have to do K.P. We tried to help where
we could. Some officer in Regiment came out with the order that the manure piles in the barnyard is of the farms
was unhealthy and gave the Germans two days to get them cleaned out. Things like that would make when
generally sick of life in the American army. D. P. S. came across from our side. A couple German kids about six
years old were playing with one
of our abandoned white phosphorous grenades and it killed one, badly injured another
and burned down a large barn with all hay, grain and equipment. Tragedy was everywhere.
On the 17th, we pulled out for an area around Hameln. I was in Bad Munder. We had been near here on our drive
toward Hannover. This town was about 4,000 and I was in charge of American Military Gov't. with many
interesting experiences. But it wasn't the war and I don't believe these experiences belong in this article which I
have written as a record of my own personal war experiences. Later we moved to Viernheim and Ladenberg.
Around June 2nd, I was put in charge of a company of recruits from the States. I was to give them thorough
schooling in basic infantry. This I did, while we stayed in Wilhemsfeld, near Heidelberg. This was completed on
about the 21st of July. On the 24th, I left for an eight day stay in London, going and coming by train through
Paris. Late in Sept., I was sent to the 12th Armd. Division near Heidenheim, Germany where I took charge of
Hqs. Co. 714th tank Bn. with whom I stayed until I was re-deployed to the United States in early December.
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Yes, that was my war. At times it was not so bad and at other times, it was horrible beyond description. I
don't know what the men in Company 'G' thought about me but I hold a large number of them in highest regard.
Their lot was sure no easy one. I'm positive they were one of the best behaved companies in the Division and for
that they can truly be proud. I also think that whenever we had a reasonable duty to perform, we did it as well as
any. I sure never liked to fight for the sake of fighting nor from what I have seen, read, or believe, do I adhere at
all to the point of view that it was the "good" Americans fighting the "bad" Germans. Both sides seemed to be
swept into the affair by forces over which they could not control. Back along the line, many nations' leaders must
have blundered to result in the catastrophe that it did. That is all--

George B. Felton
Capt. Inf.
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